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Antonenko-Davydovych
JERSEY CITY. N J . - Borys Anto
nenko-Davydovych, a giant of modern
Ukrainian literature and a mentor to a
new generation of Ukrainian activists,
died recently in the Soviet Union,
reported the May 17 issue of Litera–
turna Ukraina. He was 85.
The paper, which is the official organ
of the Ukrainian Writers'Union,carried
a tiny notice of the death at the bottom
of one of its back pages. It gave no
details such as the date, place or cause of
фе author's death"
; | | JLast-week, the Weekly reported
recent conflicting reports concerning
Mr. Antonenko-Davydovych'sfatc,
including one that said the author had
been confined in a mental institution
after his son, Yevhen, signed a paper
declaring him no longer responsible for
his actions.
In discounting that report, the Week
ly said that Mr. Antonenko-Davy
dovych, the author of such revolu
tionary works as "Smert" and "Pe–
chatka." was gravely ill with a lung
ailment and had recently been discharg
ed from a hospital, presumably to die at
home in Kiev.

dies

Borys'Antonenko-Davydovych

volume of his short stories was publish
ed in 1959.
During the crackdown following the
revival of Ukrainian literature and art in
the 1960s, Mr. Antonenko-Davydovych
again fell out of official favor. He signed
numerous appeals and protests in the
late 1960s, becoming a mentor and
father-figure to a new generation of
nationally-conscious Ukrainian poets,
Literary genius
writers and intellectuals.
Mr. Antonenko-Davydovych's se
A contemporary of such important
cond
wife, Hanna, died in 1982 at age
Ukrainian writers of the 1920s as
'Щ Mykola Khvylovy,.Mykhailo Ivchenko, 53. The couple, who met when the
Andriy Holovko and Evhen Pluzhyk, author was in exile, had one son,
Mr. Antonenko-Davydovych first Yevhen, who is currently serving a fourgained prominence in 1928 with the year term that he got two years ago for a
publication of his novel "Smert" criminal offense.
At the time of his death, it is believed
("Death").
In the 1930s, he and scores of other Mr. Antonenko-Davydovych hoped to
writers and intellectuals were banished marry 53-year-old literary critic Myk–
to Siberia during Stalin's anti-Ukrai hailyna Kotsiubynsky, niece of the great
nian purges. Rehabilitated in 1956, the Ukrainian writer Mykhailo Kotsiubyn
author returned to Ukraine, where a sky.

U.S. reacts to Тукhy's death
WASHINGTON - The State De
partment on May 25 cited the death in a
labor camp of Ukrainian activist Olcksiy
Tykhy as a reminder of Soviet mistreat
ment of dissidents, reported the Asso
ciated Press.
The State Department deputy spokes
man, Alan Romberg, confirmed that
Mr. Tykhy died in May from ulcers and
other ailments exacerbated by harsh
conditions at the camp.
"Tykhy's sad end is but the latest
reminder of the failure of Soviet autho
rities to respect the elementary human
rights of their country's citizens," the
spokesman said.
Mr. Tykhy, who was 57 years old,
reportedly weighed only 90 pounds
-shortly before his death. He was incar
cerated in labor camp No. 36-1 near
Perm in the Urals, and it was reported
that he died following stomach surgery.
Mr. Romberg said Mr. Tykhy, one of

the 10 co-founders in 1976 of a citizens'
group set up to monitor Soviet com
pliance with the Helsinki Accords, was
arrested in February 1977, just three
months after the group was formed.
He was sentenced to 10 years in a
labor camp and five years' internal
exile, Mr, Romberg said.
Mr. Romberg compared Mr. Tykhy's
case with that of two other Soviet
human-rights activists, Andrei Sakharov
and his wife, Yelcna Bonner, both of
whom, he said, "may be near death."
A teacher by profession. Mr. Tykhy
was first arrested in 1957 for expressing
Ukrainian nationalist sentiments and
was imprisoned until 1964. After his
release, he was forced to work as a
laborer. In a collection of his writings
published in the West, Mr. Tykhy
strongly criticized the onslaught of
Russification in Ukraine.
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Q|eS ВвГСІПуk Said tO recant
JERSEY CITY, NJ. - A recanta
tion allegedly written and submitted by
Ukrainian human-rights activist Oles
Berdnyk was published in the May 17
issue of Litcraturna Ukraina, the offi
cial organ of the Ukrainian Writers'
Union.
The recantation was printed in the
form of 1,700-word statement attri
buted to the 56-year-old science fiction
writer and dated May 1984. In a brief
introduction, the paper said that on
March 14the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR ruled to
grant Mr. Berdnyk a "pardon"aftcr he
recanted what it called his "criminal
activities."
Mr. Berdnyk, one of the 10 cofounders in 1976 of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group, set up to monitor
Soviet compliance with the Helsinki
Accords, was due to complete a nineyear labor camp and exile term in 1988.
He was serving his term in labor camp
No. 36-1, part of the penal complex for
political prisoners near Perm in the
Urals.
In the statement, Mr. Berdnyk thank
ed the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
for its "humane act," adding that it
granted him the opportunity to "live
free and work," an indication that he

Oles Berdnyk
was probably released from custody.
In apparently recanting his views,
Mr. Berdnyk became the third member
of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group to
renounce his activities. In March, the
Soviet paper News From Ukraine
carried what it said was an interview
with imprisoned monitor Ivan Sokul–
(Continued on page 13)

Two former Soviet peace activists
testify at congressional hearing
WASHINGTON - Former Soviet
activists Sergei Batovrin and Valery
Godyak testified at a May 22 hearing
here on unofficial peace groups in the
USSR and Eastern Europe that was
sponsored by the congressional Com
mission on Security and Cooperation in
Europe.
(For the full text of their joint
presentation see page 2.)
Also testifying at the hearing, which
was chaired by Rep. Dante Fascell (D–
Fla), chairman of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee and the CSCE, were
Sidney Drell, deputy director of the
Stanford University Accelerator Center
who spoke on the fate of exiled Soviet
Physicist and human-rights activist
Andrei Sakharov, and Boria Sax, a
New York-based writer who provided
an overview of peace movements in
Eastern Europe.
In his welcoming remarks. Rep.
Fascell reiterated the commission's
position that "peace and respect for
human rights are inseparably linked,"
and scored the Soviet Union for retain
ing what he called its "stubborn silence"
on the plight of Dr. Sakharov and his
wife, human-rights activist Yelcna
Bonner.
Rep. Fascell, commenting on Dr.
Sakharov's hunger strike launched
some three weeks ago to press his

demand that his wife be allowed to go to
the West for medical treatment, said the
Nobel Peace Prize-winning scientist
was "driven to desperation" by Soviet
authorities. He added that the ailing
(Continued on page 2)

Ukrainian paper
ceases publication
in Poland
JFRSEY CITY. NJ.
Nashe Slovo
(Our Word), Poland's only Ukrainianlanguage newspaper, announced in its
May 13 issue that it is suspending
publication indefinitely.
The weekly paper, which is published
in Warsaw and is the official organ of
the Ukrainian Social-Cultural Society
(USKT), carried the news in a page-one
announcement signed by the editors
and USKT officials. The paper, which
has been coming out since 1956, cited
technical difficulties and the lack of
linotypists as the reasons for ceasing
publication.
Nasha Kultura (Our Culture), an
occasional insert with the paper, will
also cease publication.
(Continued on page 16)
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TASS says Sakharov is well
NEW YORK - The Soviet govern
ment press agency TASS released a
report on Wednesday, May 30, stating
that Andrei D. Sakharov "feels well,
takes regular meals and leads an active
way of life," reported The New York
Times.
However, the whereabouts of the
human-rights activist, who began a
hunger strike on May 2 in support of
efforts by his wife to go abroad for
medical treatment, were unknown. It is
believed that Dr. Sakharov is in a clinic
because of TASS's reference to "exact
medical facts" in its report.
According to the Times, diplomats
noted that three previous dispatches by
Andrei Sakharov
TASS over the past month had made no
mention of Dr. Sakharov's condition was on a visit to. the USSR. Mr.
and they suggested that one explanation Gromyko seemed irritated when the
for reporting it now was that he had issue was raised.
In recent days. President Ronald
only recently abandoned his fast.
Other developments in the case of the Reagan had expressed concern over the
63-year-old Nobel Peace Prize-winner Sakharovs well-being, to which TASS
and his wife Yelena Bonner include replied that he too had "joined this un
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. seemly propaganda farce."
The academies of science of the
Gromyko's statement to Australia's
Foreign Minister Bill Hayden, that United States, Britain, France and
Moscow "will not be told how to deal Sweden have also sent messages to
with the Sakharovs by other coun Anatoly P. Alesksandrov, head of the
tries." According to the Australian, who
(Continued on page 16)

Two former...
'
(Continued from page 1)
Ms. Bonner, 61, is currently facing
criminal charges for allegedly defaming
the Soviet state, while Dr. Sakharov is
presumed to have been removed from
his home and taken to a Gorky hospital.
Peace activists testify
In their lengthy statement, Messrs.
Batovrin and Godyak provided an
exhaustive account of the Soviet go
vernment's persecution of the so-called
Group for the Establishment of Trust
Between the USSR and the U.S.A..
which was founded in Moscow in June
1982 as an independent disarmament
group. Mr. Batvorin, who spent months
in a Soviet mental hospital for his
activities before being expelled to the
West in June 1983, and Mr. Godyak. a
physicist and member of the group who
was allowed to emigrate in February,
testified that the "USSR does not
approve of the right of citizens to form
peace groups" that are independent of
the government.
"The difficulties experienced by the

Dissident sketch

Valery
Kravchenko
AGE: Unknown.
OCCUPATION: Unknown.
LATEST ARREST: 1980-81.
CHARGE: "Anti-Soviet slander"
under Article 187-1 of the Ukrainian
Criminal Code for holding up "pro
vocative and insulting" posters in
front of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of Ukraine in
Kiev; "Hooliganism" (Article 206)
and "Illegal possession of a weapon"
(Article 222-3) after a homemade
knife was found in his apartment.
SENTENCE: Three, four and two
years in a labor camp on the charges,
to run concurrently.
CAMP ADDRESS:
Ukrainian SSR
Chernovitskaya oblast
g. Sokiryany
RCH-328/67 I

independent peace movement in the
Soviet Union — which these average
citizens of a nuclear superpower have
voluntarily and consciously taken upon
their shoulders — clearly illustrates the
systematic and flagrant violations of the
Soviet Union of the Helsinki Accords
and of its other international obliga
tions." the men told the commission.
They said that currently some 2,000
people participate in the activities of the
independent peace group, which they
indicated had branches throughout the
Soviet Union.
In his testimony. Dr. Dre 11, a personal
friend of Dr. Sakharov, recounted the
contributions of the Soviet scientist in
the field of nuclear physics, including
his theories on atomic structure and
proton decay, and added that for "more
than a decade Sakharov has spoken out
strongly on the most urgent need to
control the nuclear arms race and to
avoid nuclear war."
Referring to Dr. Sakharov's 1975
book, "My Country and the World"
and his open letter, "The Danger of
Thermonuclear War," Dr. Drell said he
found it strange that the Soviet Union,
which professes to share the disarma
ment sentiments espoused by Dr. Sak
harov .in those works, continues to
persecute him.
The Soviet authorities. Dr. Drell
went on, are punishing Dr. Sakharov
for his views on human rights, his
opposition to oppression and his sup
port for prisoners of conscience.
Peace movements in the East
In summarizing the peace and dis
armament movements in Eastern
Europe, Mr. Sax testified that while "it
is moving for us in the West to see
citizens of Eastern Europe concerned
about the missiles pointed in our direc
tion," he believed there is "little real
cohesion" in the various unofficial
peace initiatives by citizens in Eastern
Europe.
"The peace movements in Eastern
Europe employ neither the centralized
leadership nor the elaborate coalitions
which we are accustomed to expect,"
Mr. Sax said, adding that in societies
where the mass media is strictly con
trolled by the state, "communication
among such groups must frequently be
word of mouth."
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Testimony of Soviet peace activists
at CSCE hearing
The difficulties experienced by the
independent peace movement in the
Soviet Union — which these average
citizens of a nuclear superpower have
voluntarily and consciously taken
upon their shoulders — clearly illu
strates the systematic and flagrant
violations by the Soviet Union of the
Helsinki Accords and of its other
In June 1982, in the city of Mos international obligations.
cow, the Group for the Establish
Persecution of members
ment of Trust Between the USSR
and the U.S.A. proclaimed its esta
The
USSR does not approve of the
blishment, which lay the foundation
I for the independent peace movement right of citizens to form peace groups
and organizations independent of the
in the USSR.
The Moscow Trust Group felt that government, 'and it attempts to
1 if the search for the means to reach impede, their creation by illegal and
ff disarmament were not to remain a repressive measures. For example:
I fruitless exercise in good intentions,
" On June 9, 1982, only one week
Щ it would have to be accompanied by a after the announcement of the
search for trust and mutual open– establishment of the Group the
f: ness in all those spheres of life in Trust, its founding members I which the West and East might come Sergei Batovrin, Vladimir Fleih–
І in contact. The Trust Group came gakker, Sergei Rozenoer, Igor Sob–
1 out in favor of overcoming mistrust kov, Mikhail Ostrovsky, Gennady
and for ."humanizing" relations by Krochik, Boris Kollyuzhnii, Viktor
I means of free exchange of informa– Blok, Yury Khronopulo - were
I tion, unofficial contacts on all levels, detained by the KGB. They were
1 through discussions and dialogue. taken to a district office of the
'; The group called for the widespread Moscow public prosecutor where the
i.,
;
f,
I
'
I

Thefollowing testimony byformer
Soviet peace activists Sergei Batovrin
and Valery Godyak was delivered
before the congressional Commission
of Security and Cooperation in
Europe during a May 22 hearing in
Washington.
Parti

"The USSR does not acknowledge the
right of private citizens to express their
opinions on disarmament questions, and it
applies harsh measures against the indepen
dent supporters of peace."
participation of average citizens in
the dialogue between politicians of
the West and East.
From June 1982 until the present,
the members of the independent
peace movement in the USSR have
been experiencing continuing perse
cution, detentions, interrogations,
psychological terror, searches, offi
cial warnings, slander in the press,
beatings, house arrests, round-theclock surveillance, dismissal from
work, arrests, incarceration in psy
chiatric hospitals, judicial reprisals,
sentences, imprisonment in jails and
camps.
Today, about 2,000 persons parti
cipate in activities of the independent
peace group in the USSR.

prosecutor gave each person an
official warning that the peace group
was "illegal." Such peace activities,
they were told, are "anti-society,
anti-social, and provocatory,"and. if
continued, these activities would
result in criminal prosecution under
Article 200 of the Criminal Code of
the Russian Soviet Federated Socia–
list Republic (RSFSR). Article 200
reads as follows: "Arrogation (sam–
oupravstvo). Arrogation, that is,
unwarranted exercise in violation of
the legally established order, of one's
actual or supposed right, causing
substantial harm to citizens or to
state or social organizations, shall be
punished by correctional tasks for a
(Continued on page 15)
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UACC drafts position paper
^bn present state of community
KERHONKSON. N.Y. - The exe
cutive board of the Ukrainian American
Coordinating Council held a daylong
conference"here at the Soyuzivka resort
on Saturday, May 19. Also present were
representatives of UACC branches.
After a wide-ranging discussion on
the state of Ukrainian community life,
participants approved a draft of the
UACC's "Position regarding the pre
sent state, needs and potential of our
community,"and authorized the UACC
president and secretary to prepare the
position for dissemination within the
Ukrainian community.
The conference was called to order by
John O. Flis, UACC president. In
attendance were 36 persons —UACC
executive members, branch representa
tives and interested individuals. UACC
branches in Florida and California,
although they did not send representa
tives to the meeting, expressed their
opinions and proposals via the mail or
telephone.
The first topi: on the agenda was the
by-laws. By-laws committee chairman
Dr. Peter Stercho reported on various
proposals for provisions to be included
in the by-laws. Following a discussion,
during which Stepan Procyk offered
another concept of the UACC by-laws,
the meeting participants reached a
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Support for famine bill grows

NEWARK, N.J. - Support in the
Congress for the so-called Ukrainian
Famine
Commission Act continues to
consensus on the by-laws, especially on
provisions dealing with the election of grow steadily, reported Americans for
the UACC executive bodies and equal Human Rights in Ukraine based here.
In the last two weeks 11 additional
representation within the UACC of all
central organizations. The by-laws congressmen and nine senators became
cosponsors
of HR 4459 and S 2456,
committee was charged with formulat
ing a draft of the by-laws on the basis of companion bills in the House of Repre
the consensus and with sending copies sentatives and the Senate which, if
to all UACC branches for their further passed by both houses and signed by the.
president, would establish a congres
review.
During the afternoon business ses sional commission to study the causes
sion that was conducted by John Olek– and consequences of the Great Famine
syn, UACC vice president, Mr Flis in.Ukraine (1932-33).
According to AHRU,the following,
reported on the mediation efforts of
Bishop Basil Losten of Stamford, as congressmen joined as cosponsors of
HR
4459, raising the total number of
well as the participation in mediation
attempts by representatives of several cosponsors in the House to 95: Joseph
professional organizations under -the P. Kolter (D-Pa.), Gus Yatron (D-Pa),
leadership of Dr. Stepan Woroch. Timothy E. Wirth (D-Colo.), Tommy J.
Conference participants discussed these Vandergriff (D-Texas), Leon E.Panetta
efforts and then agreed on a draft of the (D-Calif.), Philip M. Crane (R-IH.),
UACC's "Positipn regarding the pre Charles E. Schumer (D-N.Y.), Robert
sent state, needs and potential of our J. Mrazek (D-N.Y.), Michael D. Barnes
community." A copy of the position (D-Md.), Mike Lowry (D-Wash.) and
Bill Nelson (D-Fla.).
paper is to be sent to Bishop Losten.
There are now 13 senators who are
Next on the agenda was the obser
vances of the 20th anniversary of the sponsors of S 2456, the latest additions
unveiling of the Taras Shevchenko being: Lawton Chiles (D-Fla.), James
monument in Washington. The jubilee A. McClure (R-Idaho), Carl Levin (D–
will be marked on September 16 in Mich.), Daniel P. Moynihan (D-N.Y.),
conjunction with a protest against the. Donald W. Riegle, Jr. (D-Mich.), Rudy
continued and intensified Russification Boschwitz (R-Minn.). Frank R. Lau–
tenberg (D-N.J.), Pete V. Domenici (R–
(Continued on page 14)

Rep. Gus Yatron
N.M.), and Don Nickles (R-Okla.).
In his letter informing AHRU about
becoming a cosponsor of the famine
bill. Rep. Yatron, chairman of the
Subcommittee on Human Rights and
International Organizations, stated: "I
have conveyed your support for this
measure to many of my colleagues on
the Subcommittee on International
Operations and the Subcommittee on
Europe and the Middle East, which
have joint jurisdiction over HR 4459...
It is important to find out the full
(Continued on page 11)

Position
regarding the present state, needs and potential of our community

The executive board of the Ukrainian American Coordinating Council,
having accepted with gratitude and renewed hope the announcement that
. Bishop Basil Losten of Stamford has been designated to continue the
mediation efforts of the hierarchy of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the
U.S.A., which are supported by the hierarchy of the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church in the U.S.A. and the leadership of our Evangelical-Baptist Churches,
believes that it is necessary to restate its previously announced position
regarding the situation that came to exist within the Ukrainian community
following the 13th UCCA Congress and still exists today.
Welcoming the efforts of Bishop Basil, the UACC executive board
expresses full commendation and sincere thanks for the mediation efforts of
Msgr. Stephen Chomko, the supreme president of the Providence
Association of Ukrainian Catholics.
Our position regarding the current (1) state, (2) needs and (3) potential of
our community is as follows.
(1) State: It is a fact that, after the 13th Congress of Ukrainians of America
in October 1980, when this central representation of Ukrainians in America
was taken "over by one ideological-political group known by the name
Organizations of the Ukrainian Liberation Front, this group rejected the
efforts aimed at restoring law and order of the Committee for Law and Order
in the UCCA that was established after the 13th Congress and not only
rejected — but condemned — the historic appeal of the hierarchs of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in the U.S.A. dated September 1982.
As a result, there was no other choice but to form a new (not another)
central representation of Ukrainian of America; this was begun in May 1983
and realized in October of that year with the establishment of the Ukrainian
American Coordinating Council. We underline that the Ukrainian American
Coordinating Council was created as a new — not a second — central
representation of Ukrainians in America because the UCCA during and after
the 13th Congress ceased to be such an organization and its name and assets
were illegally assumed by the previously mentioned ideological-political
group.
Moreover, at the fourth World Congress of Free Ukrainians in Toronto in
December 1983, the newly created central representation of Ukrainians in
America, the UACC, with only the general good and the success of the fourth
WCFU in mind, and especially in keeping with the spirit of the aforemention
ed appeal of the leaders of our Churches, agreed to a far-reaching
compromise and accepted an "even split" with the UCCA of the
representation within the WCFU of the Ukrainian community in the United
States.
2. Needs: The need to restore the representational unity - both internally
and externally - of our community in the United States is evident to
everyone. Although it is impossible to undo the harm that was done to our
community and the Ukrainian cause by the 13th Congress, it can at least be
lessened through a belated return to unity on the basis of true law and order.
3. Potential: Possibilities for a return to unity exist if there is good will on
both sides, and it is with this hope that we welcome the efforts of Bishop Basil
and pledge our full cooperation.
We foresee the following as the main prerequisites for an agreement on the

re-establishment of one central representation (the order in which these
prerequisites are listed does not necessarily reflect their relative importance).
By-iaws: In our estimation, the cause of calamity at the 13th Congress was
not the by-laws in and of themselves, but the disregard and violation of these
by-laws by those who planned to wrest control of the UCCA. Therefore, the
Committee for Law and Order in the UCCA presented as its first demand a
return to the status of the UCCA as it was before the 13th Congress.
Moreover, in order for a new and single central organization to be created in
the United States, it is necessary to prepare such by-laws that would preclude
the recurrence of what happened at the 13th Congress.
Name: The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, as a name and as a
symbol of truly historic successes and achievements during a span of 40 years,
was negated and in several respects compromised at the 13th Congress by the
behavior of those who assumed this name. We will not insist on the adoption
of the UACC's name, but we do believe that a new name should be mutually
agreed upon.
Congresses: In connection with the planning of congresses, by both central
organizations in the United States, we would like to point out that the UCCA
has already announced that its 14th Congress will be held at the end of
November 1984. Although this does not formally violate the UCCA by-laws
(the by-laws state: "the convention of all members of the UCCA is held ...
every four years, during presidential election years...), it without a doubt
violates the spirit of those by-laws since congresses are designated to be held
during election years so that they may be held before the elections (they have
always been scheduled in this manner, as was the 13th Congress) in order to
have an appropriate influence on the elections and on presidential candidates
and their appearances and obligations to the Ukrainian cause. Thus, in the
event of mediators'suggestions that the conventions of the UCCAand UACC
be postponed, there is no convincing argument that postponement would
violate the UCCA by-laws since the spirit of those by-laws has already been
negated.
We assert once again that the UACC will welcome and will begin serious
negotiations regarding the creation of a new central organization as soon as
the UCCA agrees to four basic preconditions: I. participation in the
negotiations of representatives of the Churches of all faiths of Ukrainians in
America, 2. the creation of a joint by-laws committee for the purpose of
preparing a draft of new by-laws, 3. agreement on a new name for the central
organization, 4. cancellation of the 14th UCCA Congress.
The UACC executive board sincerely welcomed the UCCA's agreement to
jointly commemorate the 20th anniversary of the Shevchenko monument in
Washington along with the Shevchenko Scientific Society as the first step in
uniting the Ukrainian community in America. This joint commemoration
and the joint protest against the intensified Russification of Ukraine provide
hope for a positive conclusion to Bishop Basil's mediation.
Approved at the UACC conference
held May 19, 1984, at Soyuzivka
Presidium
Ukrainian American Coordinating Council
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George Nesterczuk is named
deputy director of USIA
WASHINGTON - President Ronald Reagan recently nominated George
Nesterczuk of the position of deputydeputy
director of the United States Information Agency, the number two job at the
USIA. The New York Times reported.
Mr. Nesterczuk. who is currently the
associate director of administration in
the Office of Personnel Management, is
highly regarded within the federal
government as a manager and. according to the newspaper, carries little
ideological baggage. Both of these
statements seem to indicate that he will
pass the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee vote on his nomination in
the beginning of June.
Leslie Lenkowsky. the president's
first choice for the position was rejected
by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, where many members contended that Mr. Lenkowsky had been "less
than forthcoming in discussing the.
blacklist of speakers kept by the
agency." Elliott Abrams. assistant
secretary of state, who was also a

George Nesterczuk
suggested candidate, convinced the
White House he was not the man for the
job.
Mr. Lenkowsky is currently serving
as interim director of the agency, but
has announced plans to leave by June
15.

UHA slates conference on Hrushevsky
TORONTO The Ukrainian Historical Assoliation will hold a scholarly
conference focusing on Mykhailo Hru–
shevsky on the 50th anniversary of the
Ukrainian historian's death.
The conference, which will be held at
St. Vladimir's Institute here on June 9.
is under the auspices of the scholarly
council ot the World Congress of Free
Ukrainians.
It will be composed of two sessions
and will include such distinguished
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Sen. DeConcini questions OSI head
WASHINGTON
Sen. Dennis
DeConcini (D-Ari/.) met on May 24
with Neal Shcr. director of the Justice
Department's Office of Special Investigations to discuss procedures used by
the agency to prosecute alleged Nazi
collaborators, reported the Ukrainian
National Information Service.
At the meeting. Sen. DeConcini
expressed support for OSl's objectives,
but voiced reservations concerning the
extent of corraboration required when
accepting Soviet evidence and testimony, according to UN1S.
He suggested to Mr. Sher that it
would be to the benefit of OSI and to
everyone concerned to request Senate
oversight hearings. If OSI does not do
so. Sen. DeConcini said he would
consider asking the Republican-controlled Judiciary Committee to conduct
an oversight hearing, UNIS said.
The Chairman of the Judiciary Committee is Sen. Strom Thurmond of
South Carolina.
The organization Americans for Due
Process assisted Sen. DeConcini's staff
by providing information and suggest–

Sen. Dennis DeConcini
ing questions, and on May 21 a group of
Baltic and Ukrainian Americans organized by ADP visited congressional
offices to discuss their concern about
OSI procedures, according to the UNIS
report.

York hosts endowment banquet

speakers as: l.ubomyr Wvnar, Marco
Antonoyych, Alexander Dombrowsky
and Theodore Matskiw. The second
part of the conference will include a
panel with participants Vsevolod lsajiw.
Paul Magosci. Tomas Pryjmak. Ihor
Stebelsky and Orest Subtelny.
For more information about the
conference, please contact the Ukrainian Historical Association. P.O. Box
312. Kent. Ohio. 44240.

UA Vets donate televisions
EAST ORANGE. N.J. - The Ukrainian American Veterans Post No. 6 of
Greater Newark recently donated two
RCA 12-inch black and white television
sets to the Veterans' Administration
Medical Center here.
The members of the post have endeavored over the years to supply the
Medical Center's patients with various
items by becoming involved in donation
ceremonies and ward parties, among
other affairs.

Funds received through donations by .
members, their families and through
sponsoring various social affairs have Dr. Petro Hlibowych (left) and Prof. Jurij Darewych (right) present endowment
aided the organization in obtaining
" fund check to York University President. H. Ian Macdonald.
support for the various patient needs at
the center.
TORONTO - An inaugural ban- via Stechishin, who performed a dance
The commandenof the post, Wesley quet marking the establishment of an solo.
Czap, and Peter Ewaskiw, chairman of endowment fund for Ukrainian studies
President Macdonald also delivered
the post's welfare committee, presented at York University was held here on an address in which he praised the work
the televisions to the medical center Saturday. May 12 at Stong College.
and spirit of the fund drive which
director, Peter Baglio.
The Ontario Council of the Ukrai- consisted of donations from many
nian Canadian Committee, the Cana- organizations and numerous private
dian Institute of Ukrainian Studies and individuals.
the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies donated the initials 100,000
for the fund, as was reported in The
Weekly on May 13.
The check was presented at the
banquet to University President H. Ian
Macdonald by Dr. Petro Hlibowych,
president of the Ontario Council of the
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian ConUCCand Jurij Darcwych. York physics gress Committee of America has anprofessor.
nounced that its 14th congress will be
The main speaker at the ceremonial held here at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel
banquet was Prof. Orest Subtelny who on November 23 through 25, the weekhas been appointed by the university on end alter Thanksgiving Day.
a full-time permanent basis in the
departments of history and political
The UCCA has selected a committee
science, and who will be teaching the responsible for the preparation and
course on the history of Ukraine.
conduct of the congress. The committee
Distinguished guests at the banquet is headed by Evhen Ivashkiv. Askold
included an impressive list of York Lozynskyj is the executive vice chairfaculty members and representatives of man; Ivan Ba/arko is a consultant.
Ukrainian organizations. Bishop Isidore Borecky of the Ukrainian Catholic
According to an official UCCA
Church was among those present at the release written in the Ukrainian lanceremony.
guage, all organizations that belong to
The master of ceremonies was Boh– the UCCA will participate in the 14th
dan Onyschuk, former president of the congress. Those organizations that did
Ontario Council of the UCC. Musical not withdraw from the UCCA, alentertainment at the banquet was though their representatives do not
provided by three York faculty of fine participate in the activity of the UCCA
Peter Ewaskiw (left) and Wesley Czap (right) present television sets to VA Medical arts students, the singers Roscmaricand executive organs, are invited to partiCenter director Peter Baglio.
Charlcnc Todaschuk, as well as Dano– cipate in the congress:

UCCA slates
14th Congress
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THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FORUM
District committees meet

Syracuse-Utica

Prypchan. was elected to discuss the
matter with those branches that do not
belong to the district committee.

Jersey City

SYRACUSE, N.Y. -TheSyracuseUtica District Committee of the Ukrai
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Walter Bilyk
nian National Association convened its
was unanimously re-elected chairman
annual elections meeting here at the
of the Jersey City UNA District Com
Ukrainian National Home on Sunday.
mittee at the annual elections meeting
March 25.
held here at the Ukrainian Community
The meeting was called to order by
Center on Sunday, March 4.
the district chairman. Dr. Ivan Hvozda,
Also elected to the district executive
who greeted UNA Supreme President
"
John O. FJis and all other meeting board were: Mykola Shcremeta and
Halyna
Hawryluk. vice chairmen;
participants.
Joseph Zubrytsky, secretary; and'Me–
The meeting was then conducted by a
lania Milanowych, treasurer.
presidium consisting of the Rev. Wasyl
The auditors are: Stepan Ostrowsky
Tkach, chairman; and Mykola Pawiiw.
(chairman), Pauline Balutiansky and
secretary.
Stella Ryan.
A report on the district's activities
The meeting was called to order by
during the past year was given by Dr.
- Mr. Bilyk, who welcomed UNA 'Su
Hvozda. Treasurer Mykola Welych
preme Secretary Walter Sochan, and
reported on the district's finances.
the Passaic District's chairman, John
On the recommendation of the audit Chomko, and auditor, Paul Wojniw.
ing committee, meeting participants
Mr. Bilyk was elected to chair the
gave a vote of confidence to the out
meeting; Mr. Zubrytsky served as
going officers.
recording secretary.
The nominations committee then
Reports were delivered by the out
delivered its report, suggesting the
going
district officers, Mr. Bilyk, and
following slate of officers which was
Mr.
Zubrytsky, secretary. The trea
elected for the coming year. Dr. Hvozda,
chairman; Ivan Chopko, vice chairman; surer's report was given by Mr. Bilyk on
Yaroslav Senyshyn, secretary; and Mr. behalf of Wolodymyr Butkowsky, who
was unable to attend.
Welych, treasurer.
On the recommendation, of the audit
Supreme President Fits then ad
ing committee, meeting participants
dressed the meeting, touching on a
unanimously approved a vote of confi
variety of UNA and community matters.
dence and commendation for the out
going officers.
At the conclusion of the meeting,
Supreme Secretary Mr. Sochan spoke
on UNA matters in general and replied
to questions posed by participants.
CHICAGO - The Seniors Club here
was the site of the annual elections
meeting of the Chicago UNA District
Committee on Friday, March 2.
After calling the meeting to order,
ROCHESTER, N.Y. - The R6chesMichael Olshansky, the district chair
man, welcomed UNA Supreme "Vice ter UNA District Committee held its
annual
elections meeting here at the
President Gloria Paschen, Supreme
Auditor Anatole Doroshenko and Ukrainian National Home on Satur
Stephen Kuropas, honorary member of day, March 24.
The meeting took place after the
the UNA Supreme Assembly.
The meeting was conducted by a conclusion of the secretarial-organizing
presidium consisting of Mr. Kuropas, course that was conducted by Supreme
chairman; and Zenon Marynets, secre Secretary Walter Sochan and Supreme
Organizer Stefan Hawrysz. Some 30„
tary.
Reports were delivered by the out persons participated in the course.
The Rochester District encompasses
going officers: Mr. Olshansky, chair
10 branches with over 1,700 members.
man; Osyp Sharun, secretary; and
The district committee meeting was
Edwin Blidy, treasurer.
The chairman of the auditing com called to order and conducted by the
district
chairman, Walter Hawrylak.
mittee, Yakiv Berestiansky, proposed
that a vote of confidence be given the The minutes were recorded by Dmytro
outgoing board, and this was un Prystay.
Outgoing officers' reports were de
animously approved by the meeting
livered by Mr. Hawrylak and Mr.
participants.
Prystaj,
the district secretary. Mykola
On the recommendation of the no
Lylak, district treasurer, was unable to
minations committee, the following
were elected to the district board: Mr. attend, and his report was given by Mr.
Hawrylak.
Olshansky, chairman; John Gawaluch,
The auditing committee report was
first vice chairman; Levka Pankow,
delivered
on behalf of its members by
second vice chairman; Mr. Marynets,
Mykhailo Malynovsky, who recom
Ukrainian-language secretary; Helen
mended that a vote of confidence be
Olek Scott, English-language secretary;
Mr. Blidy, treasurer; Petro Gut, facili given the executive board.
Afterwards elections of new district
ties chairman; Mr. Sharun, Wasyl
officers were held. The new board
Kaminsky, Orest Horodysky and Antin
includes: Mr. Hawrylak, chairman;
Kocepura, members.
Konstantyn Shewchuk, honorary chair
The auditing committee includes:
man; Petro Dziuba. vice chairman; Mr.
Olha Berejan, Bohdan Wowchuk and
Lylak, treasurer; Mr. Prystaj, secretary;
Petro Wrubliwsky.
Maria Kovalchuk and Maria Sveryda,
Brief remarks were then delivered by
members.
Mrs. Paschen and Mr. Doroshenko.
Mr. Malynovsky was once again
At the conclusion of the meeting,
elecieu to head iiieauuiuiigcominiuee;
observances of the 90th anniversary of
Wasyl Popowych and Petro Leshchy–
the UNA'S founding were discussed. A
shyn are members.
special committee, consisting of Mrs.
A brief address about UNA matters
Paschen, Mrs. Berejan and Roman

Chicago

Rochester

200 attend banquet marking
UNA's 90th anniversary
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Over 200
UNA'ers, including members of the
Supreme Executive Committee and
Supreme Assembly, marked the 90th
anniversary of the largest fraternal
institution in the free world with a
ceremonial banquet sponsored by the
four New Jersey district committees.
The festivities, held on Sunday,' May
20 at the Ukrainian National Home in
Jersey City, were organized by a special
committee composed of select members
of the Perth Amboy, Passaic, Newark
and Jersey City district committees. It
was headed by Michael Zacharko,
Perth Amboy's district chairman.
Walter Bilyk, chairman of the Jersey
City district committee, served as toastmaster of the banquet, which began
with the singing of the American na
tional anthem and the Ukrainian hymn.
The Rev. Myron Pacholok of Holy
Ascension Ukrainian Orthodox Church
in Clifton, N.J. delivered the invoca
tion.
Before the meal was served, the
Homin Bandura Ensemble from Ne
wark, N.J. under the direction of
Wolodymyr Yurkevich, entertained the
banquet-goers with a selection of Ukrai
nian songs.
Then UNA Supreme President John
O. Flis delivered the keynote address,
underscoring the important relation
ship the UNA has had with the Ukrai
nian community. He traced the history
of the UNA from its beginnings 90 years
ago, through to the post–World War II
emigration and to the present day. He
stressed the fact that the UNA has
always helped not only its members in
the United States and Canada, but also
its brothers and sisters in Soviet U–
kraine and throughout the world.
Former UNA president and hono
rary member of the Supreme Assembly
Joseph Lesawyer also spoke at the
in general was then given by Supreme
Secretary Sochan, who began his re
marks by greeting all present on behalf
of the UNA Supreme Executive Com
mittee.
The final item on the meeting's
agenda was a plan of activity for the
coming year. The meeting participants
decided to mark the 90th anniversary of
the founding of the Ukrainian National
Association with a jubilee event some
time in the fall.

Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA - Philadelphia's
UNA District Committee conducted its
annual elections meeting here at its own
headquarters on Sunday, March 18.
The meeting was called to order by
the district chairman, Petro Tarnawsky,
and conducted by a presidium consist
ing of Supreme Organizer Stefan
Hawrysz, chairman, and Volodymyr
Jaciw, secretary.

banquet, recalling former UNA presi
dent Dmytro Kapitula. former editorin-chief of Svoboda Luke Myshuha,the
first Ukrainian Weekly editor, Stephen
Shumeyko, and other past UNA acti
vists.
During the banquet. Supreme Or
ganizer Stefan Hawrysz also presented
special service awards to UNA branch
secretaries who have served in that
capacity for over 25 years. Among the
honored secretaries were Kvitka Ste–
ciuk, Stella Ryan, Julian Baraniuk,
Walter Kozak and Kasimir Mazepa.
Throughout the afternoon affair, Mr.
Bilyk read greetings and introduced
various Ukrainian organization repre
sentatives and distinguished guests,
including the ones seated at the head
table, editor emeritus Anthony Dra–'
gan, the Rev. Pacholok, municipal
judge Robert Cheloc, Mr. Zacharko,
Mr. Lesawyer and his wife Mary, and
the head of the Organization in Defense
of Lemkivshchyna Maria Dupliak, who
stated that the lemkos played an im
portant role during the founding days of
the UNA.
Mr. Bilyk also introduced the district
committee chairman, John Chomko
from Passaic and Mr. Baraniuk of
Newark, Supreme Secretary Walter
Sochan and his wife Neonila, Supreme
Treasurer Ulana Diachuk and her
husband Volodymyr, Mr. Hawrysz,
Supreme Auditor Nestor Olesnycky,
Supreme Adviser Andrew Keybida and
his wife, Svoboda editor Zenon Snylyk
and his wife Yaroslava, and Anatole
Domaratsky, manager of the Svoboda
printing plant and his wife Maria.
The banquet ended with thanks from
the banquet committee chairman Mr.
Zacharko, a benediction by the Rev.
Pacholok and the singing of Khrystos
Voskres.
якятжвшт;
m ШІШІ
surer; delivered reports on the year's
activity.
Ivan Skoczylas reported on behalf of
the auditing committee.
After the nominations committee
proposed a slate of officers, it was
unanimously approved by the meeting
participants. The district officers are:
Osyp Bakay, honorary chairman; Mr.
Tarnawsky, chairman: Ivan Skira,
Peter Shcherba and Fedir Petryk, vice
chairmen; Mr. Kolinko, secretary; Mr.
Dankiwsky, treasurer; Michael Nytsch,
liaison chairman; Ivan Knihnytsky,
organizing chairman; and Andriy
Kushnir, events chairman.
Mr. Skoczylas, Mykola Martynenko,
Bohdan Odezynsky and Wasyl Ycvtu–
shenko were elected to serve on the
auditing committee.
Afterwards, Mrs. Paschen and Mr.
Hawrysz delivered brief remarks.

Present at the meeting were UNA
Supreme Vice President Gloria Paschen,
Supreme Advisors John Odezynsky
and Willian Pastuszek, as well as the
presidents and secretaries of the dis
trict's branches.

At the conclusion of the meeting,
Mrs. Paschen, Messrs. Hawrycz and
Odezynsky presented certificates of
merit for organizing activity to the
district; to Mr. Pastuszek, who enrolled
over 100 members; and to Daria Zapar,
Branch 347 secretary, who organized 39
members.

The outgoing district officers, Mr.
Tarnawsky, chairman; Wasyl Kolinko,
secretary; and Ivan Dankiwsky! trea–

Meeting participants decided to
observe the UNA's 90th anniversary
with a banquet in October.
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In observance of The Weekly's 50th

From our pages in 1964

Ukrainian Weelcly

Apathy and indifference: our perennial ills, February 1, 1964.

Summer plans
Although here in the East it feels more like January than June, the
calendar doesn't lie. Summer will soon be here, and with it, the myriad
plans for enjoying the long warm days and pleasant nights. For
Ukrainian parents, these plans would not be complete without
deciding to which of the many Ukrainian youth camps to send their
youngsters.
The choices are manifold. There are educational-recreational
camps, as well as specialized ones: hiking, biking, canoeing, tennis, to
cite just a few. There is also a wide variety of workshops and courses,
among them those focusing on singing, counselor-training, bandura–
playing and folk-dancing.
And for the older and more studious, let's not forget the summer
session of the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute in Cambridge,
Mass.
We make this pitch every year because the issue is a vital one to our
community. At a time when many of our young people are shying
away from community commitment, a phenomena that has left the
future of many of our organizations in the hands of retirees, it is
especially important for Ukrainian youth to understand and be proud
of their heritage, history and traditions. Young people must be made
to understand that unless they become involved in organized
community life, in the very organizations that sponsor the camps and
activities they so enjoy, the community as they know it will wither and
disappear.
The preservation of Ukrainian culture is even more urgent today, as
the onslaught of Russification undermines the Ukrainian language
and history in Ukraine.
Our Ukrainian camps need qualified counselors, nurses, kitchen
workers and medical personnel. They need the help of dedicated young
adults. Even though to some of today's so-called young professionals
volunteer work at a Ukrainian summer camp may not seen as
rewarding as, say. Club Med or weekends in the Hamptons, these are
precisely the elements of Ukrainian society that must take over from
the older generation who gave so much for so long to build a Ukrainian
presence in this country.
So we urge parents everywhere to register their children in camps
and workshops, whether they be conducted by Plast,ODUMor SUM–
A, or organizations such as the Ukrainian National Association. And
as they do so, we urge them to reflect on what they themselves can do to
make these camps a success. A shared experience will make the
summer more rewarding and memorable.

і

-

TO THE WEEKLY CONTRIBUTORS:
We greatly appreciate the materials - feature articles, news stories,
press clippings, letters to the editor, and the like - we receive from our
readers.
In order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask
that the guidelines listed below be followed.
" News stories should be sent in not later than 10 days after the
occurrence of a given event.
" Information aibout upcoming events must be received by noon of
the Monday before the date of The Weekly edition in which the
information is to be published.
" All materials must be typed and double-spaced.
" Newspaper and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the
name of the publication and the date of the edition.
' Photographs submitted for publication must be black and white
(or color with good contrast). They will be returned only when so
requested and accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope.
" Full names and their correct English spellings must be provided.
" Persons who submit any materials must provide a phone number
where they may be reached during the working day if any additional
information is required.
. MATERIALS MUST BE SENT DIRECTLY TO: THE UKRAINIAN
WEEKLY, 30 MONTGOMERY, ST., JERSEY CITY, N J . 07302.

There is no doubt that our organizational life as a whole suffers considerably
from the perennial diseases which seem to plague our organizational system. These
ills are our growing apathy and indifference to the organizational work of our
community.
Our Ukrainian American community, like other American ethnic groups, is part
and parcel of the pluralistic society which is the United States of America. Thanks
to our traditional liberty and the freedom of expression and action, thecthniclife in
America has been flourishing with varying degrees from the very inception of this
great republic.
'
Ukrainian life in America has been a telling and inspiring story. While steadily
progressing in its development and growth, it fluctuated and had its ups and downs
depending on the waves of Ukrainian immigrants who were coming to these shores,
supplying and providing new cultural and economic resources to the rapidly
growing Ukrainian community making it what it has become in the past 70 or 80
years. The last wave of the mass Ukrainian immigrant influx to this country
occurred in the aftermath of World War H, when between 1946-53 some 100,000
Ukrainian displaced persons and refugees arrived for permanent resettlement in
this country. They brought a wealth of talent and skills, and in general, constituted
a powerful and resourceful addition to the Ukrainian community in America. Asa
result, our organizational life, including political, social and cultural life, reached
the height of its development, thus, making the Ukrainian ethnic group one of the
-most active and dynamic on the American scene.
But for the past few years, we have been witnessing a very significant and even
dangerous phenomenon. We notice a gradual flight of our people, especially young
people, from organizational life and into the realm of privacy. This escapism
cannot be justified on any grounds. Our cultural and organizational life must go on
despite the fact that the older generation is gradually dyingtfuf.Where are the ranks
of the young generations to take the rightful place of their fathers?
Some new disease seems to be plaguing our ranks: Our people are afraid to take
part in organizational life; they find all sorts of excuses and alibis in order to avoid
their civic responsibilities. Sometimes at our annual meeting it is impossible to elect
a slate of new officers. AH seem to want to flee to the quiet and sheltered private life.
As a result we see our organizational life vegetating instead of blooming, and our
organizational effectiveness and productivity greatly impaired. And yet we must
realize that with the arrival of new Ukrainian immigrants from Ukraine closed for
some time, the .perpetuation of Ukrainian cultural, political and artistic life must be
continued solely by the resources at our disposal now. What will happen in a decade
or two from not if we fail in our work to perpetuate our cultural and national
heritage in America? These sobering thoughts should be earnestly taken into
consideration by every American of Ukrainian descent who is proud of his national
Ukrainian origin.

Effective Media Relations
by Andrij Bilyk and Jurij Dobczansky
The following is an adaptation of a
speech which incorporates elements of
the panel discussion on media relations
which took place Sunday, May 27 at the
20th Convention of the Ukrainian
National Women's League of America
in New York City.
Every day you get up and you look at
yourself in the mirror. Some days you
like yourself so much you could kiss
that mirror. Then there are days you
just hate yourself. Perhaps it's some
thing you did or didn't do the day
before; perhaps it's because you see
yoruself growing older, or (and it
should happen to all of us) you see
yourself growing younger.
How you behave on any given day
may well be affected by that first look in
the mirror that morning.
The point is, the slide show that
youVe just seen (Ukrainian Images in
the American Press) is our first look in
the mirror which reflects not our faces,
but our true image as Ukrainians in
America.
It's not a perfect look; it's not a total
look. It is, in fact, a sneak preview. But
because these clips were provided to us
by. a professional service, the sneak
preview is quite objective. And, being
objective, it says so much.
It says, for example, that the Ameri
can media does not ignore Ukraine or
Ukrainians. Twelve to 15,000 newsclips
a year is a lot of press. Every, day, the
Ukrainian image is carried in the
equivalent of a six-page newspaper.
More than 2.000 pages a year.

-'tQgtpUtitxbni

The sneak preview and the slide show
we've built around it clearly says that
when the American media reports on
your activities in your– cities it is not
confused about who we are. In fact, it
accurately reports that we are dancers,
pysanka-makers, festival-goers and
bakers of culinary delights.
That's because that's how we present
ourselves. If you like that image, then
pat yourself on the back. You're doing a
fine job. If you don't like it - then be
forewarned — only you can change it.
The point is, and this is not going to
be popular with some of you, if we have
a bad press in this country, particularly
in the cities, such as New York, where
many Ukrainians live, then that bad
press is not the fault of the papers, or the
radio or television stations.
Having said that, we want to do a
little back-peddling. It's true, and our
sneak preview supports this, the Ameri
can media is often confused about how
to report on Ukraine. Here is an impor
tant distinction, however.
On the one hand, you have the local
image which is in your direct control.
You dedicate a church, sponsor a bake
sale, or take to the streets to comme
morate the 50th anniversary of the
"Forgotten Holocaust." Or, as will
happen September 16, you again march
in the nation's capital — to modernize
the famine story by making it the story
of continued genocide by Russification.
-On the other hand, you have the
sensational or the unusual negative
stories, like the alleged Nazi stories,
(Continued on page 11)
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The following is an excerpt from
| | an article titled "Ethnocide of Ukrai–'
mans in the USSR"that waspublish–
fj ed in Issue 7-8 of the clandestine
І Ukrainian Herald, which appeared
\ from 1970 to 1972. The issue was
devoted to Russification, and we
і include the material below as part of
І our periodic coverage meant to
В spotlight this insidious policy which
Щ threatens to destroy Ukrainian cul
ture.
Part II
Other historical monuments are
also being destroyed:
" In 1972, at the Yaniv Cemetery
in Lviv, on the eve of the Pentecost,
all the remaining crosses in the
memorial section of the cemetery,
where the graves of the soldiers of the
UHA (Ukrainian Galician Army) are
located, were destroyed.
" The same has been done in the
cemetries of Ivano-Frankivske. Ter–
nopil, Zolochiv, Horodok and in
other cities.
" A unique collection of ancient
Ukrainian pictorial art is rotting
away in the Armenian Cathedral in
Lviv.
' In 1972. on orders of the KGB. 1.
Honchar's Ukrainian Museum in
Kiev has been shut down. Honchar
himself is constantly being harassed
by the authorities.
" The construction of a Kozak
museum and national park on the
island of Khortytsya has beenstopped.
" In December 1972, the monu
ment to Bohdan Khmelnytsky in
Zboriv was taken down. A statue of
Lenin was put. up on that very same
pedestal, while the sculpture of
Khmelnytsky was moved to some
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Russification

"Ethnocide" of Ukrainians:
the eradication of history
secluded place.
" In 1972 in Drohobych the batf–
reliefof Ivan Franko was taken down
from the building of the old high
school where Franko went to school
(now it is a branch of the pedagogical
institute).
Щ A few years ago in Drohobych a
plaque in honor of Markian Shash–
kevych was removed from the church.
e in recent years it has been
forbidden to put up any monuments
to Taras Shevchenko in Ukraine.

very same Kryvorivna not even a
memorial plaque has been put up on
the house of the famous progressive
cultural leader, the Rev. O. Volan–
sky. It is in this very building that
such famous people as Lesia U–
krainka, Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky.
Hnat Khotkevych, Wolodymyr Hna–
tiuk and many others came to stay
when they were passing through
Kryvorivna. All of them availed
themselves of Rev. Volansky's exten
sive library.

"Everything possible is done to
amputate the people's memory of
history, to destroy their language and
culture."
There is no marker of any kind in the
Leningrad cemetery where Shev
chenko was originally buried.
' Ukrainian museums are given
meager funds and all kinds of artifi
cial obstacles are set up against their
growth. For example, repairs at the
Franko Museum in Kryvorivna were
started only after a student on, an
excursion in 1971 fell through the
rotted floor of the museum. In this

" The Museum of Ukrainian Art
in Lviv needs a new wing, but it is
impossible to get any action in this
matter. And so on without end...
The destruction of churches and
persecution of the faithful
In eastern Ukraine almost nowhere
in the villages can you see a church.
And once they were in every village.

The black deed of destruction was
done there back in the sinister 1930s.
Now the same thing is being done
step-by-step in western Ukraine.
Thus in the Lviv Region after the
war there were over 1,200 function
ing churches; in 1961 there were 528.
With every year their number grows
smaller. All this is done very cunning
ly. If a priest dies or retires, he is often
not replaced or his place is'taken by
such an ignoramus or adventurer
that the faithful are forced to reject
him.
Various administrative obstruc
tions are placed in the way. As a
result, not one priest has been assign
ed to the Stryi District in the last two
years.
In the spring of 1972 the villagers
of Volytsia in the Nesterov District
demanded that the Lviv Eparchy
send them a priest. But Soviet officials
categorically refused to assign one.
The collective farm workers there
went on strike for a week. The cattle
breeders were especially steadfast
and refused to be swayed by threats.
The KGBagents immediately tried to
sniff out the organizers of the strike,
but good organization and manliness
determined the outcome. The villagers
won. So far, we know of only this one
case where an uneven battle was won
by the pariahs of Soviet society.
Here is another example. In 1972,
an old church on Artem Street in
Lviv was being demolished. Residents
of Lviv threw themselves under the
tank which was being used to bull
doze the church; however, the militia
dispersed the faithful by force. The
Lviv Eparchy received monetary
(Continued on page 12)

Book notes
Totalitarian reality
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Ukraine and the Soviets A voice from Poland

R U S S I A A N D THE R U S S I A N S : INSIDE
THE CLOSED SOCIETY

IN THE MAINSTREAM OF AN ERA: AR
TICLES ON SOCIOPOLITICAL ISSUES

by Kevin Klose. 350 pp..New. York: W.W. Norton A
Co.. S17.50.

by Hryhory Kostiuk (Ukrainian). 292 pp. TorontoBaltimore: V. Svmonenko Smoloskyp Publishers,
SI2.50.

In his study of Soviet
reality, former Wash
ington Post Moscow
bureau chief Kevin
Klose does what his
colleagues — most no
tably David Shipler of
The New York Times
and Michael Binyon of
the London Times —
chose not to do in their
recent bqoks'. Mr.
Klose focuses most of
his journalistic eye on
dissidents, particularly
such men of conscience as labor activist Aleksei
Nikitin, hounded by authorities, shuttled in an out of
mental institutions, until his death in April. He also
concentrates on the embattled household of exiled
Soviet physicist and Nobel Peace Prize-winner Andrei
Sakharov and his wife, Yelena Bonner, and their
valiant efforts to secure the emigration of their
daughter-in-law, Lisa Alexeyeva.
The book offers a welcome change from the recent
spate of journalist-meets-average-Soviet-citizen
books that have appeared on the market, most of them
anecdotal, that leave the reader with a disquieting
sense that he has learned little about tne intricacies oi
the totalitarian mechanism and less still about people
who openly challenge it.
One reason Mr. Klose's portraits of these people
are particularly touching — especially his moving
account of Mr. Nikitin's efforts on behalf of miners in
(Continued on page 13)

A WARSAW DIARY: 1978-1981
-– a
by Kazimierzi Brandvs. 260 pp. New York: Random
House. S 17.95

Like many other
AWARSAW
' East European in
tellectuals of his
DIARY
"In the Mainstream
generation.
middleof an Era" by Hryhory
ГРИГОРІЙ КОСТЮК
1978-1981
aged novelist Kazi–
Kostiuk is a collection
KAZtMIERZ BRANDTS
mierz Brandys follow
of 17 footnoted articles
ed that often an
written in the Ukrai
МАПСТРЙПЯХ
fractuous route from
nian language on va
ДОБИ
being a
hard-line
rious social, political
Communist in the
and cultural topics of
1940s,
to
revisionist
the 20th century. Most
liberal Communist in
deal with Ukraine un
the late 1950s, to dis
der Soviet domination.
'^Hbj.P? І
illusioned Communist
The hardcover book
by the 1960s. Along
СТАЛІНА
also includes an intro
СУСПІЛЬНО-ПОЛГГИЧЖТЕМИ
the way, he managed
duction by the pub
to write nine novels, one of which, "Samson," was
lisher and an index of
made into a movie by well-know Polish film-maker
600 names.
Mr. Kostiuk, a well-known political activist, Andrzej Wajda.
Born in Lodz to left-wing Jewish parents, Mr.
publicist and literary expert, is also the author of the
Brandys studied law at Warsaw University. His first
book "Stalinist Rule in the Ukraine."
novel
was published in 1946. the year he joined the
The articles in this volume date from 1951 to 1982,
and many of them have previously been published in Communist Party. Before the war, he witnessed the
Ukrainian-language publications such a Suchasna anti-Semitism of Polish gangs at the universities, and
Ukrauia (Contemporary Ukraine) and Ukrainskyi after the war, he supported the new regime and rose to
Zbirnyk (Ukrainian Collection) of Munich, Ukrainski prominence in the Stalinist cultural world. With the
Visti (Ukrainian News) of Neu Ulm and Prometey events of 1956 and the ascension of Wladislaw
(Prometheus) of New York. Some of the articles have Gomulka, Mr. Brandys became a revisionist, but his
been updated and revised since they originally disillusion with the party continued to grow. In 1966,
he quit, after years of having his works censored and
appeared in print.
Among the more interesting articles is "The Secret then ignored completely.
In 1978, Mr. Brandys became one of the founders of
of the Death of Academician Mykhailo S. Hrushcv–
sky." The sudden and premature death of Hrushevsky Zapis, an independent underground literary journal,
on November 25, 1934, sent shock waves through the one of the regular features of which was an
Ukrainian community, and many found the circum– excerpt from hisdiary. Zapis became a forum for free
(Continued on page 13)
(Continued on page 13)
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TWO RUSSIAN TONE-PICTURES.,
N9 1. "NOCTURNE." :.
"MAY– NIGHT IN THE UKRAINE'.'
ҐЛ OlOA нп4 .VjrjSFA. /8IOJ

ARNOLD BAX

"May Night"
Conclusion

English "May Night"

Great keyboard fluency can be a
blessing to a composer and is so in the
case of the prolific and famous English
pianist-composer. Sir Arnold Bax
(1883-1953), pupil of Tobias Matthay
and prize graduate of the Royal Aca
demy of Music. His creative output was
prodigious and included symphonic,
chamber and many vocal efforts. As a
pianist Bax expressed himself with
enthusiasm in numerous works for the
piano and his music proved to be
unabashedly romantic and lavish in
Music located
harmonic richness. Moreover, his style
Recently I located Loeffler's manu showed great facility and temperament.
Bax's piano music has influences
script (never printed) of "Nights in
Ukraine" at the Library of Congress, from Russia and Ukraine, countries he
Washington, D.C. To the holograph visited in !9I0 early in his career (this
Loeffler had added lengthy quotes from was the time other composers such as
Hohol which would constitute the Vasyl Barvinsky and Lev Revutsky
program of the separate movements. were also just beginning to make their
For the second movement, i.e. "May mark in Ukraine). Regrettably, like
Night" the composer included the lyric Loeffler, Bax mistook or confused
text which 1 quoted at the beginning of Ukrainian material with Russian. For
this article and also the following the piano he wrote an opus which he
excerpt evoking the haunting richness titled "Two Russian Tone-Pictures"; I.
of the fascinating Ukrainian night in "Nocturne" or "May Night in the
May: "...Levko walks slowly to the Ukraine" after Hohol (1910) and, 2.
cottage by the pond. Hc^looks about, "Gopak"'(National Dance) from the
the night seems more and more dream same year.
like. A strange and enchanting gleam
enhances the moonlight. Never has he
seen the like. A silvery mist surrounds
him. The fragrance of flowering apple
trees and night-blooming flowers floods
the earth..."
Noted musicologist Wasyl Wytwycky,
whom I asked to inspect the violin and
piano version, wrote me that Loeffler
did not cite complete Ukrainian folk
songs with which he became acquainted
in his yVjuth in Ukraine, but rather used
their typical turns or fragments. How
ever Dr. Wytwycky quoted several folk
melodies which apparently directed
Loeffler in his violin suite.

When Loeffler created his suite
"Nights in Ukraine" he had the best
performers at his disposal (including
himself, since Loeffler was in those days
known as a violin concert soloist as well
as an orchestral player). But as Loeffler
turned from concert life to composition,
his "Nights in Ukraine" were somehow
passed over in performance although
the composer did return to his work for
purposes of revision.

Hurdy-gurdy influence
Dr. Wytwycky is^of the opinion that
in the "May Night" part of his work
Loeffler resorted to means transferred
from the music of the "lirnyky" (hurdygurdy players— such as the drone of
pure fifths in the bass. Also, according
Sir Arnold Bax
to Dr. Wytwycky, "the mainthemecould - As far "as I know there are no con–
have been formed undertheinfluenceofa temporary printings. I was lucky,
been formed under the; influence of a however, to locate the first edition by
melody heard by Loeffler from a 'limy k' Joseph Williams, Ltd. (London 1913)
player. Of special note is the fact that owned by the Music Division of the
this melody is in the unusual time New York Public Library at Lincoln
signature of 5/4. The middle part of Center. The two Bax tone pictures were
'May Night' is a Ukrainian dance after recorded by pianist Iris Loveridge and
which the beginning material of the released by the British Lyrita label
movement is resumed."
(RCS-26) in August 1965. (The author
The general character of "May Night" of this column is still searching for this
is slow and lingering with the exception record.)
of the dance in the mid-section.
Dr. Wytwycky thinks "Loeffler's
Bax evaluated
suite, despite its age, is of value even
today. It is melodically rich, with
Musicologist Wytwycky, whom 1
diverse rhythmics and colorful har also asked to rate Bax's music, had this
mony. Also, for us the work has special to say: "Bax's 'Nocturne' is widely and
significance as a memento of contact of elaborately built. According to its title
an American composer with a Ukrai and the composer's intentions the
nian theme."
dynamics are rather quiet. Flashes
Loeffler's memorable score still which reach forte' or Tfortissimo' are
awaits a competent contemporary few.
v.--.–
champion,
(ill u . rtti
"From a composer who .displayed

Initial page of Bax's work. First printing, London, 1913
much interest in folk music, especially
in old English songs, also Irish, one
could except use of Ukrainian folk
songs. Such a course was taken once by
Liszt due to his impressions from a stay
in Ukraine.
"But Arnold Bax did not do so and
did not utilize Ukrainian folk songs. His
work has a distinctly personal character,.
one could even say, an intimate con
stitution. For that reason his own
language and his individual invention
was appropriate. At times, the Ukrai
nian coloring was transmitted, either
with an end in mind or accidentally, not
by use of full folk melodies but rather by
their characteristic lines."
According to Dr. Wytwycky, one of
the sections of "Nocturne" is a recita
tive which could have been born in the
composer's mind under the influence of
listening to a "kobzar" (folk minstrel)
sing with a bandura accompaniment.
Some lines of this recitative are common
with those of the' "kobzar dumas"
(historical songs). Dr. Wytwycky noted
that "the important role of the recitative
in Bax's work was underlined by its use
at the conclusion of the 'Nocturne', with
the difference that here its character
changes from the sad minor to the
bright major mode. The technique of
'Nocturne', as could be expected from a
composer-pianist, has variety and
color. Harmonics are pretty rich, some
times daring."
All-in-all, "Nocturne"or "May-Night
in Ukraine" is marked, generally speak
ing, by much repose in overall sound.
But even though it is rather subdued in
dynamics the piece displays imaginative
writing requiring keyboard facility.
Additional works
Besides noted artists of tone, Hohol's
"May Night" attracted many lesser
composers. But due to incomplete data,
these concluding notes are rather
sketchy.
Among operas is the unperformed

effort by the Ukrainian Petro Sokalsky
(1837-1887), composed in 1876 and,
possibly, the very first opera on our
theme. The Russian Grigori Lishin
(1854-1888) also wrote an opera, thus
far unstaged. Composer Baumilas, of
unspecified nationality, reportedly
produced an opera c. 1956.
"May Night" is an operatta by the
Ukrainian Oleksiy Riabov (1899-1955),
staged February 1937 in Kharkivto-the
libretto by Yuknvid and Koshevsky.
The Russian composer Nikolai Chaykin
(b. 1905), wrote music for an instrumen
tal ensemble used in a choreographic
picture to libretto by L. Chernisheva
which was staged in Kiev, 1947.
There were also at least two motion
picture's, both titled "May Night." The
first, directed by M. Sadkovych for the
Kiev Studios (1941), featured music by
the Ukrainian Dmytro Klebanov. The
other, directed by A. Rou for the
Moscow Studios (1952), contained
thematic music by the Russian Sergei
Pototsky.
Thus ends our survey of the "May
Night" legacy. Hohol's immortal noc
turne still awaits a major setting by a
contemporary composer of world sta
ture. Will Hohol's poetic vision come
alive once again in music of our time?
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

Art in many

forms

dovsky's animal woodcuts, including an
owl, a wild goose in flight, a striped
^ Nikolas Mills, whose avant-garde zebra, a sleeping cat curled up in a ball,
air-brush designs on clothing have won and a majestic turkey. Mr. Hnizdov–
attention in New York, was touted in sky, a well-known painter and printthree Parisian publications this spring maker, is an acknowledged master of
after two of his latest creations, were the woodcut and has illustrated the
shown in the "Mode Electricite"exhibit poetFy of Keats, Coleridge and Hardy.
at the Museum d'arte Moderne. In a His elegant drawings add magic to a
spread about a dozen new fashion - collection of modern poems, "A Green
creators. Actuel, one of the hottest Place," a book which has just come to
magazines of Paris, included a photo my attention. Compiled by William Jay'
graph of Mr. Mills and his "Synchro Smith, the book was published in 1982
nization Affair" — a patterned shirt and by Delacorte Press/Seymour Law
jacket in front of a matching 4 foot by 8 rence. Mr. Hnizdovsky's illustrations
foot painting. Another publication, 20 provide clever and humorous introduc
Ans, devoted a half page to a story and tions to the book's various sections. His
color photo on Mr. Mills, while Jardin illustrations also dress up the jacket
du Mode gave a whole page to him and cover, a stylized sunflower for the front,
his painted jackets. The works which and a trio of ripening sunflower plants
touched off all this fanfare were a man's on the back.
jacket and a woman's skirt and jacket,
all adorned with a similar abstract
design. Mr. Mills attended the "Mode
Electricite" show wearing his New
World suite - a black and white outfit
stencilled with the outlines of the North
and South American continents. Four
paintings which Mr. Mills carried under
his arm were bought by visitors to the
show, enabling him to make a tour of
Europe before returning home. The
New World suit was purchased by the
Paris Museum of Fashion and Cos
tumes. Now back in the New World
creating unique garments for individual
clients, the artist has taken to decorat
ing screens and chairs. He employs
black and red colors on white grounds
in most of his work, and recently
Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn
discovered computers as a source of
" Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn's cacti
inspiration for designs. Mr. Mills works
in his Manhattan studio. Total Design, and succulents, depicted in lush profu
at 238 E. Sixth St. (telephone 254-9084) sion on huge canvases, are presently
and at the Rockland County home of winning great favor from European
his mother, Yaroslava Surmach Mills audiences. Shown in Antwerp, Belgium
from April 13 to May 20, the luxuriant
(914-358-0850).
vegetation went on view in Brussels,
Belgium, on May 24. The exhibit in
Belgium will continue through June 23.
Au the opening of the exhibit in Ant
werp, Mrs. Petryshyn was greeted by G.
De Grave, president of British Petro
leum, sponsor of the shows. He wel
comed Mrs. Petryshyn and noted that
her exhibit marked the first time in
B. P.'s 20-year patronage of the arts that
the company was showing the work of
an American artist in its art gallery.
Peter H. Jacoby, the American consul
in Antwerp, told the opening-night
audience that Mrs. Petryshyn was "an
ambassador of beauty and talent" and
commended BP for its support of the
arts. The exhibit is supplemented by a
glossy-covered catalog with a foreword
by Mr. De Grave, remarks by art critic
Eileen Watkins, Mrs. Petryshyn's bio
graphy and several photos of several
works in the show.
e The cover of the April 1984 issue of
"Sviashchenyk," published in Indiana,
shows Vladimir Bachinsky's painting of
the Mother of God from Zarvanytsia.
The artist, a former New Yorker who
now resides in Woodstock, N.Y., paint
ed the icon for St. Mary's Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Colchester, Conn.
Mr. Bachinsky has been working with
Petro Cholodny Jr. and Mykhailo
Dmytrenko
on the interior decoration
Hnizdovsky's "Owl'
of St. George's Ukrainian Catholic
9 The renown of woodcut artist Church in the East Village.
Jacques Hnizdovsky has travelled
around the world to China. A Peking Words and music
magazine, an internationally-oriented
ь Irene Daria Wolowodiuk, who
publication focusing on woodcut art,
ran an interview with Mr. Hnizdovsky joined the staff of Women's Wear Daily
in a recent issue. Several pages were several montns ago, is covering the
devoted to photographs of Mr. Hniz– business end of the sportswear industry

as a reporter. Recently, the name Irene
Daria (her professional name) has
begun to appear in bylines above
success stories and profiles of such
sportswear manufacturers as Calvin
Klein. In the American fashion idiom,
sportswear is defined as separates for
casual wear — tops, jackets, skirts and
slacks. Miss Daria worked for The
Ukrainian Weekly during the summer
of 1980, then spent a year as an editorial
assistant for Popular Photography
magazine. Before accepting the position
with Women's Wear Daily, she did
freelance work as an editor and writer
and worked on a special study com
missioned by Bishop Basil Losten'.
'.Christine Demkowych, a 1982
graduate of Boston University in jour
nalism and political science, has been
promoted to the position of associate
editor of Backstage, a weekly publica
tion covering the show business field.
Miss Demkowych, 24, who came to the
Big Apple from Hartford, Conn., was
occupied with freelance work before she
joined the staff of Backstage magazine
at the beginning of the year.
f A 600-page supplement on classi
cal music which accompanies the first
publication of "Who's Who is American
Music" includes information about
Ukrainian musician and composer Ihor
Sonevytsky. Listed in the guide are all
of Prof. Sonevytsky's compositions and
the publisher or performer of each, with
specific dates, and the music reviews he
has written. The entry on the New York
musician /composer also noted that he
lectured on the history of Ukrainian
music at the Ukrainian Catholic Uni
versity in Rome, received his doctorate
at the Ukrainian Free University, and is
a member of the Shevchenko Scientific
Society and the Ukrainian Academy of
Arts and Sciences.
';

Dance
" P'rima ballerina Valentina Pereya–
slavefs, Canadian dance instructor Jaro
Klun and Roma Pryma-Bohachevsky
will be the principal instructors at Mrs.
Bohachevsky's dance workshops this
summer at Verkhovyna, in Glen Spey,
N.Y. Other assistants include Daria
Jakubowycz, Nadia Semchuk and
Tetiana Potashko. The camp admi
nistrator is Vasyl Sosiak. The workshop
for advanced dancers will be held from
June 28 to July 21; for students aged 10
to 16 years from July 28 to August 11,
and for beginners ages 7 to 15, from
August 12 to 25. For information, write
to Mrs. Bohachevsky at 523 E. 14 St.
Apt. 3B, New York, N.Y. 10009, or
telephone (212) 677-7187.
" The annual students performance
of the New York City Ballet's School of
American Ballet, held in mid-May at
the Juilliard Theater, included the
Petipa excerpts from "The Sleeping
Beauty" that made up "Aurora's
Wedding." The excerpts were staged by
John Taras and Alexandra Danilova,
and, according to Anna Kisselgoff,
"Mr. Taras did wonders with a ma
zurka." Miss Kisselgoff, the New York
Times dance critic, said there was "an
air of porcelain delicacy but also human
warmth" in each variation in this
composite of fragments from the prolo
gue and Act III of "The Sleeping
Beauty," perforrned on three successive
evenings.

June is

buzzing

" Special activities planned for To

ronto's 150th anniversary this month
include the Metropolitan Opera's pro
duction of "Ernani" on June 6, with
Paul Plishka in a principal role, the
Dance Theater of Harlem's presenta
tion of ^The Firebird", choreographed
by John Taras, on June 19. 21, and 23 at
8 p.m. and the Canadian Ukrainian
Opera Chorus week from June I to 8,
with Marta Kokolska-Musijchuk and
Mykola Fabryka among the soloists, at
the McMillen Theater.
v Dr. Alexander Dombrowsky of
New York will speak at a conference of
the Ukrainian Historical Society on
June 9 at St. Vladimir's Institute in
Toronto marking the 50th anniversary
of the death of Ukrainian historian
Mykhailo Hrushevsky.
" The National Society of Pharma
ceutical Sales Trainees, -.representing
over 100 pharmaceutical companies,
will be entertained by the Bulava
Dancers of Toronto during the society's
convention banquet at Toronto's Har
bor Castle Hilton Hotel on June 7. The
idea for Ukrainian entertainment came
from Anne Walsh, a Ukrainian Ameri
can from Rockville Center, N.Y., whose
Irish American husband Frank Walsh is
executive director of the society.
a Baritone Ihor Darian Krawciw,
soprano Svitlana Vasilaki and actress
Stephania Nazarkewicz-Juzeniw will be
featured in this afternoon's program
commemorating the 45th anniversary
of Carpatho-Ukraine. The main address
will be delivered by Dr. Vincent Shandor, with proceedings scheduled to
begin at 2:30 p.m. The program is
sponsored by the United Ukrainian
Organizations of New York.
" Andy Kilcullen a retired Brooklyn
homicide detective now living in Flo
rida, will be among thousands of Ame
ricans expected to join President Rea
gan, Queen Elizabeth II, President
Francois Mitterand and Canadian
officials on the Normandy coast on
June 6 to mark the 40th anniversary of
the D-Day landings. Mr. Kilcullen, who
parachuted into the blackness of a
Norman field, was captured by the
Germans, taken to Germany and impri
soned. Escaping several months later,
he made his way through Poland and
Ukraine to eventual repatriation.
" The "Echo of the Steppes" .en
semble is scheduled to spend the June
23-34 weekend in Montreal, cutting
their first record. Bohdan Tymyc,
president of Yevshan Communications
of Montreal, which will be celebrating
its 10th anniversary this year, has
announced that the alburn will be
released in mid-summer. Honing their
voices and banduras for the recording
session, the 16-member ensemble prac
ticed during the three-day Memorial
Day weekend at the Verkhovyna resort
in Glen Spey, N.Y.

Summertime
" From July 7 to 22, the fabulous
mansions of Newport, Rhode Island,
will be the sites of concerts performed
by some of the finer artists around.
Among them is pianist Thomas Hryn–
kiw, who will make 17 appearances,
either with a group or solo. Mr.
Hrynkiw, who is the festival's artistic
advisor and vocal director, will also be
taking part in the Greene County music
festival, directed by Prof. Ihor Sonevyt
sky, during July and August;
" The New York City Ballet and
Roma Sosenko, a member of ihe corps
(Continued on page 14)
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Notes on people
congratulations from President Ronald
Reagan on this occasion.

Outstanding saxophonist

This Matrix Award is the latest in a
string of honors Ms. Homer has collect
ed over the past year. Last June, she was
installed as the newly-elected president
of the Advertising Women of New
York. During that luncheon, also at the
Waldorf-Astoria, Lady Bird Johnson
addressed the women.
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company is very successful, shipping
somewhere between 5500,000 and SI
million of products each month.
However, he added that he doesn't
do his job for the money or because he
wants to run a company. "1 do it
because it's fun to do. When it stops
being fun I won't do it any more," he
said.
When this company stops begin fun,
Mr. Wolosenko has other things in
mind. He would like to write children's
story books and produce some movies.

Last year, Ms. Homer also had the
honor of being chosen to the Hall of
Fame of Hunter College, her alma
mater.

BLOOM FIELD, Conn. - Йотапа
G. Thibodeau was recently appointed
assistant vice president in the group
insurance and services division. Em
ployee Benefits and Financial Services
Group, CIGNA Corporation.
CIGNA Corporation, formed through
the merger of the Connecticut General
and INA corporations, is a leading
provider of insurance and related
financial services.
Mrs. Thibodeau joined the com
pany's, group pension division in 1968.
She was named supervisor in special
marketing in 1972 and in 1975 trans
ferred to the individual financial divi
sion. In 1976, she was appointed as
sistant director of the individual pen
sion trust and the following year trans
ferred to the group insurance and
services division where she was respon
sible for systems, customer services.
In 1981, she was appointed manager,
planning and control. Medicare Opera
tions in Wallingford, Conn., and in
1982 she became regional claim manager
of the New England Regional Dental
Claim Office located in Meriden. Conn.
She was named director of Medicare
GISD Claim, Wallingford Operations
in April 1983.
Mrs. Thibodeau is a graduate of the
University of Connecticut. She is a
fellow of the Life Management Institute
and a member of the board of directors
of Health Systems Agency of North
Central Connecticut. The daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hryhory Gina of New
Haven. Conn,, she is married to
Maksym Thibodeau. and the mother of
two boys, Damian and Adrian.
She also finds time to serve as chair
man of the auditing committee in Plast.
A member of St. Michael's Ukrainian
Catholic Church she also belongs to
UNA Branch 370.

Ad exec wins award
NEW YORK
Tamara Kukrycki
Homer, president of the Homer and
Durham advertising firm, was recently
awarded the Matrix Award at the
annual New York Women in Commu
nications luncheon at the WaldorfAstoria.
The award is given to women who
have demonstrated inspirational leader
ship in advancing the role of women.
Ms. Homer shared the award with five
other women, including Susan Brownmiller, feminist and author; Diane
Sawyer, a CBS news correspondent:
Patricia Ryan, managing editor of
People Magazine; Enid Nemy, a New
York Times columnist; and Judy Lynn
Prince, a staff adviser in the Mobil Oil
Corp, publicity department. All the
cited women received greetings and

She is the founder and president of
Homer and Durham Advertising, Ltd.,
a New York ad agency with billings of
more than S20 million annually. The
agency recently opened a branch office
in Millburn, N.J. This rapidly growing
full service agency was launched in
1973, and has produced award-winning
campaigns for a number of nationally
known clients in the leisure travel,
transportation and consumer products
area.

Terry Rowlyk

RIDLEY PARK, Pa. - Terry
Ms. Homer's advertising credentials
include a five-year tour as vice presi Rowlyk, a tenor saxophonist, has been
dent of Allerton, Berman ft Dean, also selected to accompany the Delaware
in New York, as well as numerous Valley Symphonic Band on a goodwill
appearances as judge and panelist in tour throughout the Scandinavian
Capt. Steven Stuban
important advertising forums. She has countries in June.
Terry, a junior high school student,
been personally cited, and awarded a
SEYMOUR,
Conn. - Steven M. F.
special Medallion, by the Republic of also recently won the outstanding ' Stuban was recently promoted to the
Ireland for her efforts in tourism soloist award in a four-state stage band rank of captain.
competition at Great Adventure. This is
development.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
just one of the many awards he has
received this year for his performance Stuban of Seymour, Conn., Capt.
Stuban
is a company commander of the
on the saxophone.
Terry, the son of Carol nee Pinkowicz 515th Engineer Company at Fort Leo
and Wasyl Rowlyk attends St. Mary's nard Wood, Mo. He will continue to
Ukrainian Orthodox Church in Chester, serve as a commander until re-assign
ment to another post in 1985.
Pa.
He is a 1,980 graduate of the U.S. mili
tary Academy at West Point and holds a
master's degree in engineering manage
Computer wiz profiled
ment from the University of Missouri.
Capt. Stuban's sister, Susan, is a 1982
BERKELEY, Calif. - Ihor Wolo– graduate of the Merchant Marine
senko, partner and co-founder of Syn Academy. His youngest sis'er. Lydia,
apse Software, was recently profiled in will graduate from West Point later this
Antic, the Atari Resource Magazine.
year.
^
Mr. Wolosenko, who was born in
Austria and immigrated with his parents Teens star in soap opera
to Queens, N.Y., after World War II.
has dabbled in many different field1;
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. - Zirka and
before founding Synapse, the originator Zenon Keske dazzled audiences with
of File Manager 800 and File Manager Ukrainian dance during the fictitious
computer systems, which also produce St. Basil Festival at fictitious Port
Tamara Kukrycki Homer
Earlier, Ms. Homer held executive such games as Slime. Shamus, Berserk Charles on television's popular daytime
sopa opera "General Hospital." on Mav
responsibilities in the fashion field with and Nautilus, to name just a few.
As a teenager, he attended Stuyve– 16-18 and May 21.
a nationally known retailer, and at one
sant
High
Sch,ool
in
New
York
where
The two teenagers were originally
time was president of Sunwear, Inc., a
sportswear subsidiary of Plaza Cor his main interests were drama and scheduled to act as technical advisors
psychology. He went on to college at for the scenes on St. Basil's Festival,
poration.
C.U.N.Y.
but they so impressed the producer and
He settled in Boston and established a director with their display of Ukrainian
Before having been elected to the
dancing
and their composure that they
photography
studio
and
agency.
How
presidency of Advertising Women of
New York. Ms. Homer served the ever, after about 10 years in this busi were immediately written into the scene
organization as its first vice president. ness, he'sold out "to escape the winters and asked to return and perform in
She is active in Women Executives in and find new interests," Mr. Wolosenko front of the cameras.
Zirka, 15, a high school cheerleader
Public Relations, The Fashion Group, told his interviewer.
He wound up on the West Coast, in and a graduate of Barbi/on School of
the Sales Executive Club and the
Modeling,
is no stranger to show
Berkeley,
where
for
some
time
he
American Advertising Federation. She
has been a director of WAIF, an inter studied Tibetan Buddhism and neuro– business. She has had a bit part in
national charity founded by Jane linguistic programming, a form of "Rocky II", has done a commercial,
Russell, working in orphan placement, psychology. This programming got him modeled at various department stores
and has co-chaired other important interested in computers and eventually and has performed in live theater in Los
led to this forming the Synapse Com Angeles.
public service functions.
pany.
Zenon, 13, has concentrated his
The company started with just one extra-curricular activities in the area of
Ms. Homer is active as a trustee of
New Eyes for the Needy, Inc., and is office in Mr. Wolosenko's room in sports showing excellence in baseball
a member of the Board of Directors of Berkeley. That was four years ago. and football.
Today, the company has a 22,000
Zirka and Zenon, along with their
the March of Dimes.
square feet of office space and 35 parents, are parishioners of the Nativity
Ms. Homer arrived in the United employees.
of the Blessed Virgin Mary Ukrainian
States with her parents and sister after
Mr. Wolosenko told his interviewer, Catholic Church. The teenagers are
World War II.Thcyjoined UNA Branch Robert Dewitt, that - he focuses both on members of SUM-A and the Yavir
203. She and her husband. Edward J. game design and management of the Ukrainian Dance Ensemble. The Keske
Homer, currently reside in New Jersey. company. He said that he feels his family belongs to UNA Branch 257. -
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by Marta Korduba
This is the second installment of an
occasional series featuring non– Ukrai
nians who have adopted the Ukrainian
language, culture and community as
their own. Several individuals ofvarious
ethnic -backgrounds have been inter
viewed in an effort to disclose the kinds
of experiences which inspired them to
learn the Ukrainian language and, in'
many cases, espouse the Ukrainian
culture more fervently than many
Ukrainians.
In July I960, 17-year-old Leo Gold–.
ade left his home in Seattle, for what he
expected would be a frivolous three-day
jaunt to New York City.
Little did he know that it would be six
years before he returned home once
again, and that this visit would be a
threshold into the priesthood and a
culture which had been foreign to him.
Father Leo described himself in those
days as a "typical American kid,"with a
remote interest in the priesthood, and
absolutely no conception of "what or
who Ukrainians were."
His parents were second-generation
American-born Germans. Although the
Rev. Leo and his family speak German,
the Goldades de-emphasized their
ethnic background. "І was a war-time
baby. Being German was not popular at
that time; German was spoken only in
hushed tones," explained the fairskinned, slightly built Basilian priest.
While in high school, he wrote to a
number of religious communities re
questing information about the priest
hood. Although he received various
leaflets and brochures, only one per
sonal letter was sent to him in response
to his inquiries. The letter came from
the Rev. Innocent Lotocky, then the
master of novices at the Basilian Fathers
Novitiate in Glen Cove, N.Y., who
invited him to visit the novitiate.
"I was very impressed by the per
sonal touch, and thought that this might
be a good opportunity to visit New
York," said Father Leo. Upon arriving
in New York, he was much more eager
to see the city than he was about visiting
the novitiate. His plans to elude his
hosts, however, were curtailed, and he
was whisked off to the novitiate before
he could even bid adieu to the girl he
had befriended on the transcontinental
flight.
"1 expected it to be something out of
the Dark Ages," he recalled. "Fortu
nately, I felt immediately at home with
the priests and seminarians which Imet,
some of whom were also not Ukrainian.
I decided to stay and complete high
school at the novitiate."
Father Leo described the first years as
total cultural immersion. He became
conversant in Ukrainian within nine
months, and began learning the various
intricacies of the Ukrainian culture and
rite.
"There were awkward moments.
Such faux pas as referring to the
iconostas as a fence in front of the altar
and the inordinate misconjugation of
verbs was a shameless source of enter
tainment to my fellow seminarians. I
was gutsy, though. I made mistakes,
people would laugh, but I continued
speaking Ukrainian nonetheless."
Leo defined his parents' reaction to
his vocation as "ideal."
"They didn't push me in either direc
tion. They were supportive of my deci
sion, and were very happy for me when 1
was ordained a Ukrainian Catholic
priest in 1972."
Father Leo's family members have
received the sacraments in the Ukrai
nian rite. He officiated the wedding
ceremony for his brother, and his sister;
he baptized three nieces and nephews,
and performed his funeral services for
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From here to fraternity:
the, choice to be Ukrainian
and block off traffic on Seventh Street.
It's that sense of community that you
can't find among other ethnic groups,"
said Father Leo.
The strategic vantage point of St.
George's choir loft reveals that people
under 40 are a minority in the spacious,
domed Byzantine church. Yet, Father
Leo was reluctant to identify this as an
alarming observation.
"The youth are there. They're not
turned off. In our area the youth are
mainly children of Ukrainian immi
grants. As such, they're standing in the
face of a dual value system which can be
very unsettling. One сапЧ push them
into church, instead 1 try to reach them
by becoming involved in their lives."
Father Leo is a regular at Plast and
SUM-A centers. He's the visiting chap
lain at various Ukrainian youth camps,
and is a bona fide Kalyniak member of
the Chervona Kalyna Plast unit. He
also teaches religion, philosophy and
Rev. Leo Goldade
introductory Ukrainian at St. George's
Academy in New York.
his grandparents, all-in the Ukrainian
"We should teach our children to love
Catholic rite.
the Ukrainian language, culture and
"My Roman Catholic priest friends community, rather then force it down
find our rite fascinating; they can't their throats. Parents are sometimes too
believe that 1 speak another language, forceful when trying to impact Ukrai
and that I actually serve the parish and nian culture to their children. That's
teach in that language. This added partially understandable: we are a
dimension has enriched my life,tremen– sta teless people, constantly being labeled
dously," he said
as something other than we are. Con
Despite the occasional ribbing about
his Ukrainian, Leo said he has never felt
'pressured by Ukrainians to "become
more Ukrainian." Father Leo was
(Continued from page 6)
highly self-motivated in learning Ukrai
nian, partially because he feared not which are usually wire stories and over
which, at first glance you have very little
being accepted.
"I used to downplay my German control. (How much control you really
surname. People were always surprised have will be the subject of another
to learn that I am really not Ukrainian. column.)
It often seems that these negative
But that never had any bearing upon my
stories are overwhelming. But let us
relationships with Ukrainians."
assure
you, they are not. The clips we
"Ukrainians are very family-oriented.
They cling to each other, especially the collected clearly prove that the majority
emigre community. People are involved. of stories about Ukrainians are neither
Church is not just a Sunday activity. It's positive or negative. They are neutral.
The trouble is, wc, like the rest of our
a focal institution in the Ukrainian
community which has many roles; fellow Americans, can more easily
remember
the sensational stories. And
spiritual, social, cultural."
When confronted with the suggestion so we've come to believe that the press is
that the church's multi-faceted roles out to get us.
might dilute the spiritual aspect of
Nobody is out to get us.
church life; Father Leo disagreed. He
In 1983, because you went to the
said that the cultural and social roles of
media
before taking to the streets to
the church add fullness and unity to the
commemorate the Ukrainian Holo
worshipping community.
"The Latin Church is trying to inject caust, you actually asserted control over
culture into their services via folk
masses, colorful banners, etc. With us,
our culture has been a part of our
worship from the start.
(Continued from page 3)
"On the other hand, too many people
confuse our ritual as being the sole dimensions of the famine, as well as the
extent of Soviet complicity."
substance of our faith.
Rep. Yatron's support is even more
"Our ritual is very beautiful, but there
are more components of our faith than significant judging from the suggestion
just 'kadylo' and incense. It doesn't from Foreign Affairs Committee Chair
really matter whether there are two bars man Dante B. Fascell (D-Fla.) in his
on our crosses or three. The wor letter to Representative James J. Florio
shipping community is the heart of-our (D-N.J.), originator of HR 4459, that in
church. That's why our church will view of the heavy schedules imposed on
never die. To kill the Ukrainian Catho the present subcommittees where the
lic church would be to kill our people," bill is now assigned, hearings could
more readily be held in Rep. Yatron's
rdiner Leo stated insistently.
Father Leo has been a part of both subcommittee. Rep. Fascell stated that
rural and urban Ukrainian communi the Subcommittee on Human Rights
ties. His vocation-has taken him from
the Canadian provinces of Alberta and
Ottawa to New York City.
"Wherever the Ukrainian parish may
be located, it's always the cohesive
element in the community. St. George's
is the heart of the Ukrainian commu
nity in New York City. It's nice to see
parishioners gather after divine liturgy

Effective media...

Support for...

11

sequently, we make a point of main
taining our cultural past, and instilling
it in our children. However, we must
understand, that only a loving attitude
will enhance learning."
Father Leo added: "We'd get better
results if we were to emphasize our
positive points. We tend to have a
moroseness. a certain melancholia
about our 'nedolia' (tragic fate). We
don't let ourselves be known among
non-Ukrainians. Instead, we lament
and bicker amongst ourselves. We've
got to learn to embrace one another,
and to be more tolerant of each others'
views. Fighting is a real turn-off."
Part of the advantage of not being
Ukrainian is to be able to view some of
the high-powered, emotional issues
objectively, he added.
"I'm proud to be German; it's given
me the unique privilege of not taking
'being Ukrainian' for granted. I think
I'm able to appreciate it more, since I
wasn't born into a Ukrainian family. It's
helped me relate to my Ukrainian and
non-Ukrainian students, especially
when I try to explain to them the often
asked question, 'what do I need to learn
Ukrainian forT The Ukrainian commu
nity is a very encompassing, special part
of my life."
If given the chance again, would
Father Leo have taken a different
course, and perhaps have precluded
that fateful trip to the novitiate 24years
ago?
"Ill never be sorry,"he answered with
emphatic conviction. "Never."
Next week: Jose Casanova, or
"Hozyk" as he's known in some circles.
how the media covers Ukraine and
Ukrainians. It wasn't easy. But because
you did it. for a month or two, when you
read about Ukrainians in an American
paper, it was like reading a story in
Svoboda.
But thai was last year.
This year, once again, we have an
opportunity to take individual and joint
action to tell the story of Ukraine the
way we want to read about it. Because
Ukrainians are marching again-in the
streets of Washington, D.C. September
16, we have the opportunity to build on
the credibility and positive media
exposure we forged together last
October 2.
Our opportunity this year is to grab a
hold of the emotions we exhibited in
1983 and create out of our Holocaust,
what the Jewish world has been able to
do with their Holocaust.
Next week: How to modernize the
story of "The Forgotten Holocaust."

and International Organizations nor
mally shares jurisdiction on such
matters with the Subcommittee on
Europe and the Middle East, chaired by
Rep. Lee Hamilton (D-lnd.).
AHRU also received a letter from
Sen. Charles H. Percy (R-lll.), chair
man of Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee, assuring his support for the bill
and contemplating that hearings for S
2456 would be scheduled shortly. The
advantage of having companion bills in
both houses of Congress simultaneous
ly facilitates action in both houses on a
common issue of interest, thus saving
valuable time required for passage of a
bill.

Insure and be sure.
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(Continued from page 7)
-compensation - Judas' pieces of
silver!
In 1971 the church irfthe village of
Pidlisky in the District of Ncsterov
(overlooking the l.viv-Kicv highway)
was destroyed. A teahouse was built
on the site. The Church of the
Epiphany Vn Zhytoniyr is in danger
of being torn down.
As is well known, it is forbidden to
build new churches in the USSR.
The faithful suffer endless persecu
tion. The persecutions become espe
cially intensified during the greatest
Christian holy days and take on the
form of mass campaigns against the
faithful.
Thus. Easter. Christmas and other
holy days are declared workdays even
when they fall on calendar days
otherwise free from work.
Students and schoolchildren arc
assigned Sunday sessions, various
obligatory excursions, etc.
Before Christmas in 1973. the
directors of schools throughout the
Lviv Region were summoned to
district party committee offices and
warned that if even one student was
seep in or near a church (for this
purpose, especially appointed per
sons took turns in keeping watch
near the churches), the director
would be immediately dismissed
from his post.
The persecution of the intelligentsia

1
I
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Throughout the whole Soviet
period, Ukrainian culture could not
and did not develop freely. Even
during Khrushchev's era of the thaw
the processes of forcible Russifica–
tion never ceased. But what is
happening in Ukraine at this time
cannot be compared to any other
period before 1971.
The direction taken is towards a
total all-encompassing Russil'ica–
tion, through! out to the most minute
detail.
Everything possible is done to
amputate the people's memory of
history, to destroy their language and
culture. To describe all of this would
take many volumes. We do not have
the opportunity to do so. Therefore,
we will try to describe these pro
cesses as laconically as possible,
characterizing only the general ten
dencies of the occupational terror:
for a better understanding of the
political situation in Ukraine, we will
cite numerous facts of malfeasance.
What is characteristic is ,that the
repressions are differential; at the
present the main thrust is directed
against the Ukrainian intelligentsia.
No longer are large masses of people
being sent indiscriminately to con
centration camps, as wasdoncduring
Stalin's time. The leadership of the
CPSU has decided to carry out
spiritual cthnocidc through the
liquidation of the nationally con
scious intelligentsia. All intellectuals
are kept under KGB surveillance
with the aid of an army of under
cover agents, who arc without fail
present in every organization. Those
whose "loyalty is doubtful" are kept
under constant watch, which in–
eludes the tapping of telephones and
surveillance by other electronic
devices, and scrutiny of their corres–
pondencc. This type of surveillance
can goon for a long period of time, in
order to uncover as many contacts of
the suspects as possible.
The active defenders of the national
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rights of Ukrainians and the disse
minators of the samvydavare thrown
into prisons and concentration
camps. An analysis of many of the
cases tried behind closed doors has
confirmed the fact that information
obtained from eavesdropping forms
ihe basis lor proof of guilt at the
trials. False witnesses, who are
acquainted ahead of time by the
KGB with the surveillance materials
that have been collected, arc formally
presented for this purpose. In the last
two years there has not been one
instance of a political trial held
behind .closed doors in which the
court found the accused not guilty,
with the exception of those who
brought their way out ol concentra
tion camp sentences with betrayal.
In almost every case the duration
of the investigation extended far
beyond the limit prescribed by the
criminal code. This is done so that
those.who arc physically and spiri
tually weaker can be broken by the
use of blackmail and provocations
and coerced into betrayal of the
principles of justice - recantations
and slanderous letters (implicating
othersj. In this way, people who were
not involved in active work and
against whom there is no proof which
can be used to send them to prison
for a term determined by the KGB.
yet whom the KGB find intolerable,
are cast into psychiatric murder
wards. Poets who do not wish to go
against their own conscience often
find themselves there. Just being
acquainted with political prisoners is
enough to lose one's job.
A thorough re-examination is being
made of Ukraine's historical and
literary heritage. Ukrainian historical
research has been banned. Scholarly
establishments arc now busy manu–
facturing^all kinds of forgeries,
whose role is to distort and eradicate
Ukrainian history. Those scholars
who do not agree With this state of
affairs are unceremoniously thrown
out of such establishments. The same
situation exists in all the other social
sciences.
A complete retreat has been made
from the principle of class orienta
tion in evaluating the past. Now
everything is examined through the
prism of imperialistic Russian chau
vinism.
We have already discussed the
general characteristics of the party's
position in these matters in the first
part of this work. Specific instruc
tions are parpared by the ideological
branch of the Central Committee
and by the KGB. and are then put
into practice through the organs of
censorship, the leadership of creative
arts societies and the administrators
of educational institutions, all of
which have completely turned into
separate sections of the KGB —sec
tions of spiritual terror. But all this is
carefully hidden from the general
public.
Ukrainian language persecuted
The Ukrainian language is perse
cuted as never before. The Institute
of Linguistics, under the pretext of
scholarship, is doing everything to
legitimize the mutilation of the
Ukrainian language through littering
with Russicisms. changes in the rules
of orthography, etc.
You will not find an explicit law
prohibiting the use of the Ukrainian
language: in theory it even has equal
status. But it is enough lor a student
to ask a lecturer to present the
МНМПИМИ ;
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material in Ukrainian in order to be
suspected of Ukrainian nationalism
and dismissed ' from the institute.
And at a public lecture a similar
request will attract the attention of
the KGB men who are always present
at such meetings. Such a request is
reason enough, for a person to– be
placed under close surveillance. The
lecturer will fall back on the excuse
that "Lenin spoke in Russian." He
will continue speaking in Russian,
because he knows only too well
what he is being paid for. and that
otherwise this lecture will be his last.
The Ukrainian language is being
forced out under all kinds of pre
texts. In this manner, for example,
all-Union centralization has reached
new heights. Recently almost all of
the ministries of the republic have
been turned into all-Union ministries.
This has provided the excuse for
conducting and writing everything in
the ministries in Russian and to
demand the same from all other
agencies accountable to them."
In Ukraine almost all courses of
specialization and for professional
advancement have been made allUnion. And again we have the Rus
sian language.
A group of students from another
republic is sent to a given institute lectures, therefore, have to be given
in Russian.
Until 1971, 25 percent of the
courses in the institutes of western
Ukraine, in general, were taught in
Ukrainian, but in the last three years
their number has dropped to 15
percent and the figure for the entire
republic is, on the whole, very
meager.
For instance, courses in Ukrainian
literature at the Universityiof Dni–
propetrovske are taught in Russian.
Lately, in the Kiev Polytechnical
Institute, only Prof. Voytko, the
chairman of the department of philo
sophy, gave his lectures in Ukrainian.
He was dismissed from the institute a
year ago.
The minister of higher and secon
dary special education, Dadenkov,
who, guided by directives from
Shelest's CPU administration, tried
to do something in the direction of
the "Ukrainianization" of institu
tions of higher learning, was replaced
by Yefimenko, who himself never
uses the Ukrainian language.
During one of the meetings of the
Politburo of the CPU in 1973. a
secret resolution was adopted to the
effect that all scholarly journals still
published either in Ukrainian or
those coming out simultaneously in
Russian and Ukrainian, would be
gradually converted to Russian.
On March 14, 1974, a meeting of
the members of the staffs of institu
tions of higher education of the
republic was held in Kiev. Present at
the meeting were the rectors of these
institutions and the secretaries of
their party committees, as well as top
representatives of the Central Com
mittee CPU, the Council of Ministers
of the Ukrainian SSR and regional
committees of the party. The meeting
was conducted in Russian. The lone
for the meeting was set by Malan–
chuk. who emphasized that it was
necessary to strive to implement the
educational process in Russiancvery–
wherc. because the Russian lan
guage, supposedly, is one of the
principal signs of internationalism.
Furthermore, he reminded everyone
that from the very same rostrum a
few years ago his predecessors had
gi\cn completely opposite instruc–

tions. But the party has corrected 1
these deviations.'
'.
A programmed, pogrom-like
article published in the April 1973
issued of Komunist Ukrainy, titled "About the Serious Shortcomings і;
and Mistakes of a Certain Book." ;,
became the point ofdepartureforthe :ffinal prohibition of Ukrainian scien– I
tific. cultural, and publishing acti–
vity. We will not stop here to provide -a detailed analysis of this article, Ш
since it is available to the reader; h
instead we will dwell on something Щ
that the reader will not be able to find
anywhere in the Soviet press.
In the spring of 1973, at one of the
conferences, (of the Academy of
Sciences, Ukrainian SSR), academi
cian B. Babiy announced that all
manuscripts from the section of
social sciences had been returned
from the publishers for examination
by scholars of various institutions
and that they were to be reviewed
anew. Among these manuscripts was
Volume III of Archeology of the
Ukrainian SSR, because its pages
contained frequent mention by M.
Braychevsky. Criticizing a number of
scholarly journals that are published
in Ukrainian, Academician Babiy
reproached the editors of the journal
Folk Creativity and Ethnography
because' their journal idealized the
past, specifically the poetry of folk
songs, Ukrainian folktales, proverbs,
and sayings.
In the last two years teachers are
obliged to warn their students in
school not to go caroling, strewing
grain or to participate in any such
other traditional religious folk
customs.
On Easter and Christmas, the
party's district committees send out
their communist activists to the
churches in order to take note who
among the communists, teachers,
management personnel or whitecollar workers in general, has come
to the church for the holy day. These
party watchdogs are issued special
passes. That is because the KGB also
keeps watch near the churches and if
a party members should come under
KGB observation and later it turns
out that he came to the church on his
own initiative, then nothing will save
him from losing both his party
membership card and his job.
Bus drivers are warnea, under the
threat of losing their jobs, not to take
any passengers who are going to
church to bless their paskas.
Militiamen take turns standing on
church steps and turning away pa
rents with children, etc.
In the city of Koz.ova in the Terno–
pil Region in 1973, a priest was fined
50 rubles only because he had ex
tended the liturgy by one hour (in
rural and urban churches, with the
exception of the big cities, the time of
liturgical services is determined by
govenment officials; as a rule, liturgy
should end no later than 9 a.m.) In
most cities it is forbidden to ring
church bells.
Maybe after our enumeration of
just a few of these facts, Filaret, the
exarch of Ukraine, will no longer
dare to say that he is not aware of any
instances of the condemnation of
churches or of any harassment of the
faithful in recent years.
(To be concluded)
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Oles Berdnyk...
(Continued from page 1)
sky in which the 44-year-old poei
allegedly attested that his activities were
the product of "eg'o'ism" and selfaggrandizement. Several years ago, the
same paper reported that the Rev. Vasyl
Romaniuk had repudiated his activities
with the group, most of whose 37
original members have been imprisoned, exiled or expelled from the
USSR.
The recantation
Calling his dissident activities ''crimes
against the fatherland," Mr. Berdnyk
stated that the human-rights movement
in the Soviet Unon was little more than
a front organized by Western intelligence agencies to stir up "anti-Soviet
hysteria in the press, radio and television."The assertion that any opposition
in the Soviet Union is fomented by
forces outside the country is a common
theme of dissident "recantations."
Among the outside forces cited by
Mr. Berdnyk'werc officials in the nowclosed Kiev Consulate and Peter Osnos,
former Washington Post Moscow correspondent.
Another common "recantation
theme" touched on by Mr. Berdnyk was
what is by now an obligatory reference
to "Ukrainian bourgeoise nationalists"
in the West and to "emigre circles." Mr.

Berdnyk accused these elements of
going as far as advocating nuclear war
in their struggle for what he sardonically called "sovereign Ukraine."
Mr. Berdnyk also made a reference to
fellow Helsinki monitors Mykola Ru–
denko and Lev Lukianenko, who he
said were men of "weak character" that
are "in love with the illness they suffer
from." which involves harboring feelings that they are "unfairly persecuted."
Committed activist
Oles Pavlovych Berdnyk was born on
November 25, 1927, in the Kherson
oblast of Ukraine. After serving in the
Red Army during World War 11, he
studied theater and worked as an actor
in Ukraine.
In 1949, however, he was arrested and
sentenced to a labor camp. After serving
seven years, he was amnestied in 1956
and began a career as a science-fiction
writer.
' His first publication was the novel
"Beyond Time and Space," which was
released in 1957. By 1971, h e h a d
published almost 30 novels, some of
which have been translated into English,
German and Portuguese.
The same year, however, his works
were banned. His concern with ecological issues and his pantheistic philosophical views concerning man and nature, as well as the futuristic subjects of
his works, were viewed as serious

Ukraine and..
(Continued from page 7)
stances of his death to be suspicious.
In the 1950s, Mr. Kostiuk. while researching his
book "Stalinist Rule in the Ukraine." unearthed
materials that shed light on the final years of this
foremost historian and president of the Ukrainian
National Republic.
In "The Fall of Pavlo P. Postyshev" Mr. Kostiuk
analyzes an event that was of paramount importance
to Ukraine during the Stalin years. The biography of
Postyshev, Stalin's handpicked henchman in Ukraine,
reveals the brutality of Stalin's policies in Ukraine.
The article "Bloody Years" deals with the famine
and terror wrought by Stalin in Ukraine during the
notorious 1930s. It covers, among other topics, the
destruction of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church, the annihilation of the Ukrainian
intelligentsia and Postyshev's role in realizing Stalin's
plans for the Ukrainian nation.
Some of the other articles in "In the Mainstream of
an Era" include: "Ukrainian Repercussions of the
Murder of Sergei Kirov," "Carpatho-Ukraine in the
Game between Stalin and Hitler," "On the 20th
Anniversary of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and the
Beginning of World War 11," "The Soviet Concentration Camp System on Trial before the World," "Party
Trainees and Soviet Literary Criticism," "Divide and
Conquer" and "The Fever of Hate and Fear."
The. book is available from Smoloskyp, P.O. Box
561, Ellicott City, Md. 21043. It will soon be available
at Ukrainian bookstores as well.
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(Continued from page 7)
and open discussion about Poland's future, a debate
that eventually engendered and encouraged the rise of
the Solidarity trade union in 1980.
As Mr. Brandys's diary soon makes clear, the
Solidarity revolution caught the author as a surprise.
Writing in April 1980, before the wave of strikes that
was to launch the Solidarity movement, Mr. Brandys
expressed a weary pessimism nurtured by years of
hope and dashed expectations that characterized the
- history of post-war Poland: "I see time and again
mental and ethical erosion in people, a blurring of
their sense of good and evil. I'm speaking here of the
limp tatters to vvhich we have reduced those ideas and
concepts that mankind used to call freedom, happiness,
brotherhood."
Mr. Brandys's words are the nostalgic words of a
man who has witnessed the betrayal of communist
idealism by the harsh reality of what he calls
"Sovietism," a betrayal that meant little to the younger
generation of students and activists whose opposition
was .rooted not in socialism, but in the ancient values
of Catholicism and nationalism.
But even as he gets caught up in the etnhusiasm of
the national rebirth engendered by Solidarity, Mr.
Brandys sees a darker side of Poland emerging in
flashes of anti-Semitism, peasant indifference to the
plight of the cities, selfishness on the food lines..
As far as the West is concerned, Mr. Brandys admits
to sharing both the Polish instinctive faith in the West,
and the nation's bitter cynicism about the West's
capacity to assist and understand the Poles. He feels
that, once again, the Poles will be abandoned to their
fate. The last entry of the diary runs: "News that

martial law has been declared in Poland. All communications cut."
In hi^ book, Mr. Brandys has managed to weave a
complex portrait of a society poised on the razor's
edge between hope and doom, between promise and
impending political disaster. He has done so with a
keen and perceptive eye on history and a sensitive
hand on the pulse of his embattled nation.

Totalitarian.
(Continued from page 7)
Ukraine and his subsequent punishment - is that the
author was closely involved in their cases. In late 1980.
Mr. Klose and David Satter of the Financial Times
traveled with Mr. Nikitin to Donetske to investigate
conditions in the Donbas mines. Three days later, Mr.
Nikitin was arrested and ordered taken back to the
notorious Dnipropetrovske Special Psychiatric
Hospital.
In addition to Mr. Nikitin and the Sakharovs, we
meet Dr. Anatoliy Koryagin, a Kharkiv psychiatrist
who risked his reputation and ultimately his freedom
in declaring that Mr. Nikitin was mentally sound. Dr.
Koryagin, who is currently being held in Chistopol
Prison near Kazan, was arrested in 1981, just two days
after meeting with Western correspondents to discuss
the Nikitin case.
There are other vibrant portraits here, glimpses of
people caught in the intricate contrasts between the
dictates of humanity and private conscience and the
terrible demands of totalitarian reality. This reality is
not painted in broad brush-strokes, but in fine lines,
lines that clearly delineate immense courage, unthinkable suffering and unbearable sadness. By limiting his
scope, Mr. Klose has managed to paint a clear picture
of an important segment of a closed society.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE

SOYUZIVKA

1984 SEASON OPENING

Saturday, June 30th
8:30 p.m. - CONCERT
Andrij Dobriansky, bass-baritone, Metropolitan Opera
Thomas Hrynkiw, concert pianist accompanist
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deviations from the strident parameters a spiritual republic in Ukraine. The
of socialist realism.
letter, titled "Epistle," was co-signed by
In 1972 he was expelled from the Ukrainian dissidents Vasyl Striltsiv,
writers' union and his books were and Petro and Vasyl Sichko, and
withdrawn from libraries and destroy- addressed to the United Nations and
ed. Unable to earn a living as a writer. "all nations on earth."
Mr. Berdnyk was forced to find work as
The lengthy, rambling piece epitoa physical laborer.
mized Mr. Berdnyk's humanistic philoDisgusted by the oppressive at- sophy, and announced the formation of
mosphere in the USSR, he sought "holy Ukraine," a spiritual republic that
permission to emigrate to the West. On will "have no borders, no armies, no
June 26, 1976, he declared a hunger legal procedures, no administration"
strike when his visa application was and will guide "citizens of holy Ukraine
rejected.
into eternal creativity, thought, beauty,
In December 1976 his home was love and happiness."
searched several limes, and almost the
whole of his archive was confiscated.
In July 1978, Mr. Berdnyk testified at
Among other material, it contained two the trial of Mr. Lukianenko, a lawyer
completed but unpublished manu- and member of the Ukrainian Helsinki
scripts. "The Book of Holy Ukraine's Group who was arrested in December
Fate" and "Alternative Evolution." 1977. Mr. Berdnyk testified that the
Copies of the manuscripts, however, d id defendant was innocent of the charge of
manage to reach the West.
"anti-Soviet agitation and propaOn April 11, 1977, Mr. Berdnyk was ganda," as did well-known Ukrainian
arrested in Kiev and taken to Donetske activist and author Borys Antonenko–
for interrogation. He refused to answer Davydovych.
any questions until the authorities
On March 6, 1979, Mr. Berdnyk was
released Mr. Rudenko, who had been arrested in Kiev. Soon after, he began a
arrested two months earlier. After three hunger strike as a gesture of protest.
days he was released, but four months
On December 21, following a threelater a slanderous attack against him day closed trial, he was sentenced to
appeared in the newspaper Literaturna nine years' labor camp and exile. While
Ukraina.
in the labor camp, Mr. Berdnyk had
The following year, on April 30, 1978. been held in solitary confinement, and
Mr. Berdnyk wrote a letter to the reports indicate that he has been phygovernment of the Ukrainian SSR sically and psychologically brutalized
outlining the creation of what he called by the KGB to get him to recant.

A voice.

There's no place like

-

10:00 p.m. - DANCE
Iskra Band, New York
Master of Ceremonies - Anya Dydyk
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UACC drafts....
( C o n t i n u e d f r o m page 3 )

of Ukraine. Evhen Stachiw and Mr.
Rrocyk both reported on the planned
observances.
The committee in charge of planning
the events consists of 22 persons —

^ADITIO/V^

UKRAINIAN
COOKERY
"

Treasure ol the Golden Lore

"

ш T H E B O O K O F VLES
Compiled by Yahylo Hap of Surozh City,
near 875.
Translated into English by Victor Kachur.
Haps and notes added, to clarify the an
tiquity of Ukrainian lands.
"

by Savella Siechishin,

T H E WORLD T H A T WAS
Booklet by V. Kachur. about the early world
that perished in the Flood, and showing
the life of VIES as a young man.

TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN COOKERY
by Savella Stechishin
(Handling and postage charges
included)- Я 4 . 0 0

a KIEV: H i s t o r y o f A n c i e n t C i t y
Revealed)
Booklet by V. Kachur.

VLESSIANA
Box 422

New Jersey residents add 6;b sales tax.
SVOBODA BOOK STORE

Dublin. Ohio 43017

3 0 Montgomery Street
Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
-ОШМШКН

Help wanted
SEEKING IBM SYSTEM 34,
SYSTEM 36 OPERATOR.
Minimal experience required. Will train.
Call

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
(201) 451-2200

AN APPEAL
To all concerned people
Your support is needed for passage of a bill to establish a U.S.
government-funded congressional commission to study the causes
and consequences of the 1932-33 famine in Ukraine.
A massive letter-writing campaign to U.S. legislators is being initiated
by AHRU. Get involved! Your financial and active help is essential for
the success of this effort. Send your contribution and/or write for
additional information to:
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representatives of the Shevchenko designated director of the UACC office,
' Scientific Society, the Ukrainian Con Andriy Metil, with formulating a con
gress Committee of America and the crete plan of action and presenting it at
Ukrainian American Coordinating the next executive meeting for final
Council - and is headed by Andrij approval.
The final session of the daylong
Bily k ol the Washington area.
The observance will include a rally at conference was conducted by Dr. Boh
the Shevchenko monument, a march, a dan Shebunchak, and it was devoted to
concert at the Kennedy Center, an the presentation of reports by members
exhibit dealing with the destruction of of the executive board, including Dr.
Ukrainian culture, a scholarly confe George Soltys, organizational director;
rence on the millennium of Christianity Roman Danyluk, financial director;
in Ukraine and various actions aimed at and Dr. Roman Baranowsky, press
generating coverage in both the Ukrai director.
From the reports, conference partici
nian and American press.
The four main themes to be stressed pants learned that there are now 17
are the Russification of Ukraine, the UACC branches and two more are now
destruction of Ukrainian culture, the in the process of being established.
destruction of Ukrainian churches and Because of the branches' desire for
better contact with the executive board,
violations of human rights.
Dr. Bohdan. Wytwycky spoke about a it was decided to expand the Ukrainianplan oil-activity for the UACC. under language UACC Bulletin and to publish
scoring that what is most needed is it on a quarterly basis. An Englishabout Ukrainian affairs language version of the Bulletin is to be
u information
j
and concerns and a method of dissemi published as often as necessary.
The financial report covered the
nating that information to the public at
large. He stressed the necessity of method of collecting UACC member
ship
dues and contributions and the
cultivating contacts with other ethnic
groups as well as with influential work of the UACC office director in this
professional organizations, the creation 'regard. The UACC plans to prepare
of an information bank on Ukrainians, ;membership cards and to publish a list
monitoring media reports about U– of persons who have contributed to
kraine and Ukrainians, and the pre ward the World Congress of Free
paration of brief and informative Ukrainians through the UACC. At the
English-language pamphlets on various recent WCFU congress the U.S. contri
bution toward the WCFU budget was
topics dealing with Ukrainian history.
Conference participants welcomed evently split between the UACC and
Dr. Wytwycky's suggestions, and they UCCA; it was,noted that UACC
charged UACC executive board mem supporters should therefore make their
bers Dr. Wytwycky, Mr. Flis, Olha contributions to the WCFU via the
Kuzmowycz. Mr. Bilyk and the newly UACC.
Also decided at the meeting was that
rules of procedure, a draft of the by
REAL ESTATE
laws and the minutes of the daylong
conference could be sent to all UACC
branches; the by-laws committee will
meet in June; and the next meeting of
FOR S A L E - Z4i A C R E S
the UACC executive will be held June
Ellenville. N.Y. Large mobile home on founda
22.
tion, central heating, 2 bedrooms, large
living room, dining room, kitchen, bathroom.
Added large den with wood burning stove.
Large garage divided into 3 rooms. 2 miles
from Center of Ellenville.
Day - ( 2 1 2 ) 5 9 4 - 0 6 6 6
Evenings - ( 2 1 2 ) 8 8 4 - 4 3 0 8
HELEN DANK0

Panorama...
(Continued from page 9)
de ballet, will perform at the Saratoga
Performing Arts Center in Saratoga
Springs, N.Y., from Juiy 3 to 21.
" Mark Hominuke is among the
featured skaters in the John Curry
Skating Company, which will appear
from July 24 to 29 at the Metropolitan
Opera in Lincoln Center. The Met stage
will actually be turned into a vast ice
rink for the company's dazzling perfor
mances.

BUNGALOW COLONY
Catskills/Wurtsboro
55 units, pond, pool, casino, luncheonette, athletic
facilities. 32 buildings. Excellent condition. 50
acres. 75 minutes from N.Y.C. Price J55O.O0O.
Terms offered.
Owner ( 2 1 2 ) 4 9 9 - 8 2 0 0

ЙШЙЙМЯШЖЇ

Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine
43 Midland Place
Newark, N.J. 07106

ATTENTION, LOVERS OF HUNTER!
The Ukrainian Association in Hunter is selling parcels of land. The association's real estate encompas– і
ses mountain valleys situated at an altitude of 2.500 feet amid forests and mountains, and featuring
fresh air. beautiful views and hunting areas located in close proximity to the church and cultural center
(1.5 miles) as well as to ski areas, in Windham. Hunter and Haines Falls. Purchasers will be able to enjoy
I 25-acre spring-fed lake (26-feet deep), fishing,a beach, boats and sailboats - all surrounded by a
coniferous forest owned by the association. For information, write to:
LEXINGTON HIGH ACRES
P. 0 . Box 6
JEWET. N. Y. 12444
or c a l l ' ( 5 i 8 ) 734-3626 after 6 p.m.
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IT IS MOST BEHBFICIAL

UKRAINIAN DANCE CAMP
. 6 WORKSHOP 1984

to

SAVE or BORROW
"SELF RELIANCE" (N.Y.)

FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION
1 0 8 Second A v e n u e

m N e w York. N Y

10003

m Tel.: ( 2 1 2 ) 4 7 3 7 3 1 0

Roma Pryma Bohachevsky, Director
at Verkhovyna, Glen Spey, N.Y.
DANCE WORKSHOP - Advanced dancers. June 2 8 - July 2 1
DANCE CAMP - Intermediate. (Ages 10-16). July 2 8 - August 1 1
JUNIOR CAMP - Ages 7-15. August 12 - August 2 5 .
Guesf teacher: V A L E N T I N A
Staff:

DARIA

PEREASLAVETS.

YAKUBOVYCH,

Applications accepted till J U N E 1 5 .

JERRY

KLUN,

NADIA

SEMCHUK,

Write or call

T

POTASHKO
'

ROMA PRYMA BOHACHEVSKY
5 2 3 East 1 4 t h Street, Apt. 3 B , N e w York, N.Y. 1 0 0 0 9 . Tel.: ( 2 1 2 ) 6 7 7 - 7 1 8 7
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I Testimony of...
(Continued from page 2)
1 term not exceeding six months, or by
Ц a fine not exceeding fifty rubles, or by
social censure, or shall entail appli
cation of measures of social pres–
1 sure."
Щ " Despite the fact that the Cri–
Щ minal Code of the USSR does not
Й even provide for such a measure,
Sergei Rozenoer, Sergei Batovrin
Щ and Vladimir Fleishgakker were
I placed under house arrest on June
I 12, 1982. Batovrin's arrest lasted a
I month, Rozenoer's two weeks, and
I Fleishgakker's three weeks. During
the period of house arrest, the pri
soners were forcibly confined to an
apartment. That apartment was
guarded 24 hours a day by up to as
many as 50 KGB officers who de
tained and questioned visitors trying
1 to interview the detainees. Various
0- forms of psychological intimidation
1 were used. Batovrin was subjected to
| 16 exhausting interrogations. For a
month his wife and young daughter
1 were not allowed to enter the apart–
; ment, and his mother was threatened.
'h Fleishgakker even received a death
threat, and his wife was not allowed
I to enter the apartment where the
I group members were being confined.
Rozenoer was repeatedly subject–
Щ ed to tiring interrogations. Each of
the prisoners was intimidated with
threats to their families. The KGB
demanded that the prisoners leave
the group. Having decided that their
ploy was not having its intended
effect, the KGB lifted the house
I arrest and soon began resorting to
1 harsher repressive measures against
I the group.
" On July 14, 1982 in Tyumen
і oblast (province) Aleksandr Shat–
1 ravka and Vladimir Mishchenko
were arrested for their efforts to
organize a Siberian branch of the
Group of Trust. At the time of their
arrest they had been trying to obtain
signatures from Siberian workers for
the group's main declaration: an
appeal to the Governments and
Peoples of the USSR.and U.S.A.
Shatravka and Mishchenko were
kept in psychiatric hospitals for some
six months and then they were sent to
I the infamous Serbsky Institute of
Forensic Psychiatry to establish their
mental fitness to stand trial. Having
been declared mentally competent,
Shatravka and Mishchenko were
then moved to an ordinary prison
I where they suffered frequent beat
ings by prison administrators.
On April 26, 1983, a hearing on
this case was convened in the village
of Sovetsky in Tyumen oblast. The
court and a specially empaneled
commission of political experts
examined the Trust Group's docu
ments that had been seized from
Shatravka and Mishchenko. The
document was simple and direct. It
expressed the opinion that the widescale discussion and debate on the
disarmament question can contri
bute to the cause of arms reductions.
The document further stated that the
establishment of mutual trust is a
necessary precondition for disarma
ment and that such mutual trust can
be created by means of broad partici
pation of the public in the official
East-West dialogue, exchanges of
information on disarmament issues,
humanitarian gestures, public dis
cussion of disarmament problems,
and the establishment of an inter
national non-government organiza
tion to take up disarmament issues.
Shatravka and Mishchenko were

І
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charged under Article 190 of the
Criminald Code of the RSFSR with
"spreading knowingly false fabrica
tions that slander the Soviet state and
society." In effect, the court's indict
ment means that in the Soviet Union
the very idea of a peace movement
independent of the government is a
serious crime punishable by law. In
its final verdict the court declared
that "an appeal to Soviet society over
the heads of the party and the go
vernment, which regard the pursuit
of peace as the essence of Soviet
foreign policy, is slanderous." Sha
travka and Mishchenko, the two
"slanderous" who tried to form an
independent peace organization,
were sentenced to three years in
prison and one year in a hard-labor
camp.
" In April 1983, Vladimir Kornev,
the founder of the Odessa Trust
Group, was arrested. The details of
his trial are not known. It is known,
however, that he is serving time in a
correctional labor camp. His wife
Vera was arrested in September.
The USSR refuses to acknowledge
the right of private citizens to distri
bute information on disarmament
questions and uses illegal and repres
sive measures to hamper the dissemi
nation of such information. For
example:
" On August 5, 1982, the Trust
Group organized an art exhibition
entitled "The World: Alarm and
Hope" that was devoted to the
memory of the victims of Hiroshima.
The KGB got wind^of the exhibit,
prevented it from opening, and
seized the paintings on display.
Sergei Batovrin, an artist, presented
88 of his own works for the Hiro
shima exhibit. The KGB seized all of
his paintings on the pretext of con
ducting an investigation in connec
tion with the case of another Group
member, Oleg Radzinsky. Later,
when Radzinsky was brought to
trial, Batovrin's paintings we're not
introduced as evidence, and they
were never returned to their rightful
owner. This confiscation of private
property was illegal, and the authori
ties still refuse to return the paint
ings.
On August 6, 1982, Batovin him
self was arrested by the KGB and
taken by force to Psychiatric Hos
pital No. 14. There he was subjected
to psychological terror, repeated
interrogation, and he was forced to
take large doses of the drugs galo–
peridol and khlorprotekscn. A month
later he was freed as a result of
pressure brought by Western peace
organizations.
Also in August another member of
the Trust Group, Valery Godyak.
was detained by the KGBand forced
to submit to psychiatric examination
at a local police station.
" In July 1982, the KGB conduct
ed eight searches in apartments of
Godyak, Y. Medvedkov, I. Sapiro.
E. Illina, V. Rozinand Radzinsky. all
of whom are members or supporters
of the Trust Group: The KGBconfis–
cated materials on disarmament,
peace proposals and other docu
ments prepared by the Group, type
writers used for preparing these
materials, and lists of supporters who
distributed the group's proposals.
" In June 1982, after the Trust
Group had announced plans for
"The International Peace Line"
(international telephone calls to
discuss questions and answers on
disarmament issues), the telephones
of all group members were dis
connected. Their telephones remain
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disconnected today.
" On February 18, 1983, KGB
functionaries blocked a photoexhibit
devoted to the anti-nuclear move
ment in the West. The KGB cor
doned off the building where the
exhibit had been set up and rudely
stopped Western correspondents at
the entrance of the building who were
trying to visit the exhibit. Vladimir
Fleishgakker, the'exhibit's organizer,
was arrested as he left the building.
He was Subsequently tried and sen
tenced to 15 days in jail on phony
charges of "minor hooliganism."
While in jail, Fleishgakker was
deprived of food, water and sleep.
" In January 1983, L. Doronina
was arrested in Riga, the capital of
the Latvian Republic. She was charg
ed with possession and distribution
of disarmament documents issued by
the Trust Group. Doronina was
found quilty under Article 70 of the
USSR Criminal Code ("anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda") and
sentenced to five years in labor camp
and three years in exile.
" The KGB repeatedly impeded
press conferences called by the group,
refused to allow the group to publish
its peace proposals, and rudely
interfered with Western correspon
dents trying to attend the group's
press conferences.

" A commission of political ex
perts prepared a report that was
presented during the trial of Alek
sandr Shatravka and Vladimir Mish
chenko in April 1933. Among other
things, that report asserted that the
Trust Group's proposal for establish
ing an international bulletin for the
exchange of East-West opinion on
disarmament issues was "tanta
mount to an intent to reveal Soviet
military information to a potential
aggressor." The court accepted the
experts' report as an aggravating
factor in the trial.
" Valdimir Brodsky, a cardiolo
gist, has been compiling documents
addressed to the medical conse
quences of a nuclear war. Since the
beginning of May 1983, Brodsky has
been repeatedly threatened by the
KGB with the possibility of having
fabricated criminal charges brought
against him by the KGB's criminal
investigation department. Since
Brodsky until recently worked in an
intensive care unit where a large
number of deaths can be normally
expected, the KGB suggested that
Brodsky might be charged with
responsibility for such deaths.
" The KGB systematically stops
seminars on disarmament organized
by the Trust Group.

TAKING "BEGINNING UKRAINIAN" THIS SUMMER?
ITS MUCH EASIER IF YOU'RE USING:

A UKRAINIAN GRAMMAR for BEGINNERS,
SELF-TEACHING
By Martha Wichorek
A 338 page (8'i x 11) introduction to the Ukrainian language, full of instruction and information,
glared especially to those who know little or no Ukrainian, in easy-to-understand English. Cost. J10.00
The only truly beginners Grammar published so far.
If it is not available in your local Ukrainian store, send SI 1.50 (Canadian - S14.00) (price
includes postage and packaging envelope) to:

Martha Wichorek, 13814 Vassar Dr.. Detroit, Mich. 48235

HARVARD
...this summer
Join us in 1984 for the fourteenth consecutive
session of the Harvard Ukrainian Summer Institute. We offer
accredited university instruction by some of the top specialists in
Ukrainian studies:
Beginning Ukrainian
Intermediate Ukrainian
Advanced Ukrainian

m Ukrainian Literature
e Modern Ukrainian History
ш The Ukrainian SSR, 1919-39

. . . And an exciting calendar of cultural activities, including guest
lectures, exhibits and films on Ukrainian society and culture

TUITION-FREE
SCHOLARSHIPS
are available to members of
the Friends of the Harvard
Ukrainian Research Institute
(minimum 4-year silver
membership) or those who
join by making а Ф200
contribution.

ACADEMIC
CALENDAR
JUNE 2 5 AUGUST 17

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
CONTACT
Harvard Summer School
2 0 Garden Street
Cambridge, MA 0 2 1 3 8

Harvard Ukrainian Summer
Institute
1 5 8 3 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, MA 0 2 1 3 8
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JENKINTOWN, Pa.: A job-hunting
workshop will be held at Manor
Junior College from 6 to 9 p.m. The
fee for the three-hour workshop is S5.
Registration for the workshop
may be made by calling the Office of
Continuing Education (215) 8842218 or 884-2219, or by writing to
Manor Junior College. Fox Chase
Road and Forrest Avenue, Jenkin–
town. Pa. 19046. Early registration is
advised.

I JENKINTOWN, Pa.: A computer
I literacy workshop will be held at
I Manor Junior College in six two–
ff hour sessions. Session I being held
;– from June 5 to June 21 and Session 11
| held from July 10 to July 26. The
| workshop will be offered on Tues–
Щ days and Thursdays from 6 to 8 p.m.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS

Monday morning a liturgy will be
offered in memory of deceased mem
bers. The official sessions will begin at
11:30 a.m., when Stephen Kuropas
opens the wceklong conclave. Presi
dium and committees will be appointed
at this time. The afternoon will include
the reading and acceptance' of the
minutes from the ninth meeting held
last year. Also on the agenda for that
day will be a talk on the Ukrainian
Catholic Church today by the Rev. Dr.
Bohdan Volosin. The evening program
will include slides by Mr. Pezansky.
Tuesday's program will include a
discussion and'acceptance of executive

HARTFORD, Conn.: Ukrainian
National Women's League Branches
93 and 106 in Hartford will com
memorate the 100th anniversary of
the Ukrainian women's movement
with a service at St. Michael's Ukrai
nian Catholic Church, 135 Wethersfield, Ave. A program in the church

reports, and a talk by Mykola Cenko on
the Ukrainian family. The afternoon
will feature a meeting with UNA Su
preme President John O. Flisand later a
talk will be given on plans to build a
home for the aged in Florida. This
information will be supplied by Stephan
Kowalchuk and Bohdan Deychakivsky.
An all-day outing to Hunter, N.Y. is
on the agenda for Wednesday, June 13.
Thursday, it will be back to business
with the election of new officers at 10
a.m., followed by a 3 p.m. meeting of
members of the New York Senior
Citizens Club directed by Dr. Roman
Osinchuk. During this lime Lydia
Savoyka will speak on "ActiveSeniors."
The evening will be highlighted by a
banquet and entertainment, including
dancing to the music of the Bohdan
Hirniak Orchestra.
The last day of the convention meet
ing, Friday. June 15, will include a
summary of the sessions, adoption of
the resolutions and a farewell dinner.

Adolph Slovik to be named
Man of the Year
MAHANOY CITY. Pa. - The Ame
rican Slovak Ukrainian Russian Club
(ASU R) of Schuykill County will honor
Adolph J. Slovik as Man of the Year at
a testimonial dinner on Saturday, June
9 in St. Mary's Center here.
Mr. Slovik, a prominent area busi
nessman and community leader, is a
life-long resident of McAdoo, Pa.
- where he also went to school.
At the age of 18, he joined the U.S.
Army, serving in the European Theater
of War. He was awarded the Purple
Heart for wounds received in Hagenau,
France.
In 1954. he began his career as an
independent insurance agent, work he
enjoys to this day. He was a former
director of the American Red Cross
(Ha/leton Chapter) and also served as
commander and post quartermaster of
the McAdoo VFW Post 6708.
He was elected councilman for the
Borough of McAdoo in 1964 and served
in this capacity for 12years. Presently,
he serves as a member of the Schuylkill
County Republican Executive Commit
tee, the Schuylkill County Planningand
Zoning Commission, treasurer of
ASUR, treasurer of the Anthracite
District of the Ukrainian National
Association, president of UNA Branch
7, and is a member of ODWU in
Lehighton, Pa.
He and his wife reside in McAdoo.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.: The eighth
annual Krawciw Memorial Lecture
will be held this morning at 11 a.m.,
at Houghtdn Exhibition Hall. Prof.
Omeljan Pritsak will speak on the
"Povjst Vremennykh Lit and histori
cal truth." A luncheon will follow at 1
p.m., at the faculty club.

Friday, June 8

Seniors slate meeting at Soyuzivka
KERHONKSON. N.Y.
The 10th
meeting of the Association of Seniors of
the Ukrainian National Association will
be held at Soyuzivka the week of June
10 to 15.
The program will begin on Sunday.
June 10 at 2 p.m. with registration
followed by a welcome supper at 6 p.m.

hall will follow. Refreshments will be
served. All are invited to attend.

and the fee for each session is S55.
Registration may be made by
calling the Office of Continuing
Education (215) 884-2218 or 8842219, or by visiting or writing to
Manor Junior College, Fox Chase
Road and Forrest Avenue, Jenkin–
town. Pa. 19046. Early registration is
advised.

WASHINGTON: The annual Holy |
Family picnic will be held on the i|
grounds of the Ukrainian Catholic
National Shrine, 4250 Harewood Ц
Road, N.E. from I to 4 p.m. Ukrai– j |
nian foods, chicken dinners, sweets, Щ
etc. will be served. The parish store ,
will be open, and there will also be Щ
a book sale, and games for children 1
and adults. Music will be provided by g
the Roland Stransky Orchestra from Щ
2 to 4 p.m. Please call (202) 526-3737 1
for more information.

Saturday, June 9
HARTFORD, Conn.: The Ukrai
nian American Youth Association
(SUM-A) will'hold an annual gra
duation dance at the Ukrainian
National Home here, beginning at 9
p.m. Music will be provided by
"Vechirna Zoria." For more infor
mation and reservations please call
І (203) 563-0204.
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Tuesday, June 12
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JENKINTOWN, Pa.: Manor Junior |
Cojlege will offer a workshop, "Writ– Ц
ing an Effective Resume,"' in two Щ
three-hour sessions. Tuesday,, June Ц
12 and Tuesday June 19 from 6:30 to f'
9:30 p.m. The fee for the workshop is
S35.
The workshop will provide a prac– Ц
tical step-by-step approach to de– fj
Sunday, June 10
veloping an effective resume, the key Ї
to job hunting. By the end of the 1
GROSSEPOINTEWOODS,Mich.: workshop, participants will have
A program of classical Ukrainian created a workable resume.
chamber music, performed by the
Registration fgr the workshop 1
Brio Trio will be presented this may be made by calling the Office of 1
evening at 6 p.m., at Parce!ls Middle Continuing Education (215) 884- і
School, 20600 Mack Ave.
2218 or 884-2219, or by writing I
The program is unique in offering Manor Junior College, Fox Chase ;'
authentic, original music by Ukrai– Road and Forrest Avenue, Jcnkin– j |
nian composers Barvinsky. Kolessa, town. Pa. 19046. Early registration is !
Lysenko, Zador, Artemovsky and advised.
others.
PREVIEW OF EVENTS,alisting і
The trio (Brian Schwcickhardt clarinet; Marcy Chanteaux - cello; of Ukrainian community events open 1
to
the public, is a service provided
Bernard Katz - piano) will be
assisted by two distinguished singers, free of charge by The Weekly to the I
Christina Lypeckyj, mezzo-soprano, Ukrainian community. To have an
and Yarema Cisaruk, baritone, who event listed in this column, please
will augment the concert with arias send informatio'n (type of event, if
and solo selections.
, date, time, place, admission, spon– ;–.
The project, over a year in the sor, etc.), along with the phone й
making, is a joint presentation of the number of a person who may be S
Ukrainian Cultural Center, Avanti reached during daytime hours for
Concert Associates and WQRS radio additional information, to: PRE– і
VIEW OF EVENTS, The Ukrainian 1
FM 105.
Tickets are priced at 88 general Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey 1
admission; S5, seniors and students, City, N.J. 07302.
and are available at all Hudson's,
Ticket World outlets, and the Ukrai–
nian Cultural Center (26601 Ryan
PLEASE NOTE: Preview items
Road, Warren, Mich.). A reception must be received one week before
with refreshments is open to all desired date of publication. No
concert-goers.
information will be taken over the
Proceeds from the concert will phone. Preview items will be publish
benefit the Immaculate Conception ed only once (please note desired date
Ukrainian parochial schools. For of publication). All items are publish
more information please call the ed at the discretion of the editorial
Ukrainian Cultural Center (313) 757- staff and in accordance with available
space.
8130 or 757-1022.

Ukrainian paper...

Adolph J. Slovik
They have four children, and six grand
children. They are members of St.
Mary's Ukrainian Catholic Church,
where the Rev. Bohdan Lcwvcky is
pastor.

Sunday, June 10

(Continued from page 1)
The paper's announcement is seen as
a serious blow to Poland's beleaguered
Ukrainian minority, said to number
some 300,000. making it the largest in
the country. There have been reports
that the USKT. the only officially
recognized group representing the
Ukrainian minority in the country, may
have been forced to cease publishing the
paper because of recent "nationalistic"
articles.
Although Nashe Slovo maintained a
cautious and restrained altitude'toward
the Solidarity trade union and the socalled social renewal before martial
law was declared in Uecemoer іуві, it
had complained on several occasions
about the government's failure to keep
promises regarding improving the
position of Ukrainians in Poland.
Over the years, the paper had become
a source of information for readers in
Ukraine. Duringthe height of the unrest

surrounding the rise of Solidarity, there
were reports from subscribers in U–
kraine that delivery of the paper had
been cut off.

TASS says...
(Continued from page 2)
Soviet Academy of Sciences, expressing
"concern and deep feelings regarding
the worsening of the state of health of
the Nobel-prize winning dissident phy
sicist and his wife."
Dr Frank Press, the president of the
National Academy of Sciences in Wash
ington, stated that "we have informed
officials at the Soviet Academy in no
uncertain terms that our final decision
regarding engaging the Soviets in dis
cussions in Moscow in June will be very
much influenced by the positive resolu
tion of the Sakarovs' situation," re
ported the Times. To date, he has received no response
from the Soviet academy.

